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2PR&TAŒ
My thesis "The Impact of the Old Testament on 
Modern Hebrew Poetry in Israel" deals with representative 
Younger Poets of the Generation of the Fifties, as 
well as with two poets who first published their work 
in the 194-0’s prior to the Israeli War of Independence 
of 194-8-9. The latter are poets who, in the case of 
Amir Gilboa represent the transition to the poets of 
the 1950’s, or, in the case of Haim Gury, have since 
changed their style in keeping with post-independence 
trends. Thus, although in the narrowest sense, a 
"younger poet" is a poet who first published his work 
during or after the War of Independence, the poets of 
the Generation of the Forties discussed in my thesis 
are usually classed as Younger Poets.
The lay-out of this thesis is very easy to follow. 
Each chapter focusses on one poet, and analyzes one or 
more of his poems. However, in chapter four, although 
the poet under discussion is basically Natan Zach, for 
purposes of comparison, I have also analyzed a poem by 
Natan Alterman, a poet of the Generation of the Twenties, 
who has been called the "father" of the Younger Poets.
Appendix II, which consists of the poems analyzed 
in the body of the thesis, and Appendix III (English 
translations of the poems) do not include poems from 
which I have quoted only a few lines for discussion 
purposes.
Unless otherwise acknowledged, quotations from 
poems or reference works are translated by myself.
3The poems in the appendices which I have translated 
are as follows:
An Initiation of a Prophet in an Army Camp 
A Sort of End of Days 
King Saul and I
An Exact Account of the Music the Biblical Saul Heard 
Behold a Day of Battle and Its Eve Have Ended 
Another Poem about Absalom 
Gifts from Kings
Where Hebrew words or proper names have already been 
accepted into the English language with a conventional 
spelling (e.g., Saul, Al.^ alom, k-iHHutz, and so on), I 
have kept that spelling. With the poets’ names, I have 
followed previously published transcriptions. Where 
there are variations (e.g., Qu/iy or Qou/ii, Amickai or 
Amikai, Sack or Zack, and so on), I have chosen what 
seemed to me to be the personal preference of the 
poet himself.
At times, it has seemed appropriate to romanize 
isolated Hebrew words or phrases, both within the main 
text and in the footnotes, especially in discussions on 
poetics. These words have been rendered, for the purpose 
of maximum simplicity, in a system of transcription 
that indicates minimum phonemic contrasts. In other 
words, where Israeli speakers make a variety of 
additional distinctions in their speech, and where 
these distinctions are optional (e.g., between k and y ; 
o and n ; 3 and p ' ; 1.. [all c], and so on),
it seems to me that intelligibility is not impaired 
through their omission. However, the following points 
should be noted:
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(1) Between vowels and at the beginning of words,
N and v are not indicated. In the traditional 
view of Hebrew, all syllables must begin with a 
consonant, so that where there is no symbol, the 
reader will at any rate supply something by way 
of a glottal stop.
| ;
(2) At the end of words, n , y , n and - are not 
indicated. However, they are implied by 
orthographical conventions.
(3) Where for grammatical reasons the Ah.e.ioa is
pronounced as a short vowel sound similar to the 
A e .g o i, the a /izd cl is indicated as Where
conceivably a consonant cluster could occur, or 
where the Ake.wa could indicate a closed syllable, 
the transcription does not show the a tie.wa,
(4-) The symbols used to represent the Hebrew characters 
are the same as those used by Haim Blanc in 
The Modern Hebrew Poem Itself (S. Burnshaw, T. Carmi, 
E. Spicehandler, edd.). For convenience, I am 
listing the less obvious equivalents, as follows: 
symbol Hebrew character
V j 3 'I
k 3 ,y>
t u ,n
¿A S .00
\
A o
A l
h
• n b
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6syNOPSis
"The Impact of the Old Testament on Modern 
Hebrew Poetry in Israel" deals with different ways 
in which poets of the Generation of the Fifties 
have handled biblical motifs. Various literary 
trends, such as the trend to individualism as 
versus personalization of the national and historic, 
are considered.
My thesis is that the aim of the modern Israeli 
poet in his handling of biblical themes, is not to 
retell an ancient story, but rather to insert the 
stuff of his own current reality into the biblical 
narrative, which serves him as a frame for a modern
content
7Chapter One
Much can be learned about the way in which 
modern Israeli verse deals with biblical themes by 
reference to Erich Auerbach’s discussion of European 
literary traditions in his oft translated book 
Mimesis. The biblical narrative, he says, omits 
descriptive details. He summarizes the reason for 
this as follows:
1 tie world o/ the Scripture stories is not sat is-fLied 
with claiming to He a historically t/me reality —  it 
insists that it is the only real world, is destined lor 
autocracy. All other scenes, issues, and ordinances 
have no right to appear independently o/ it, and it is 
promised that all ol them, the history ol all mankind, 
will He given their due place within its Irame, will He 
suHord inated to it. 7 he Scripture stories do not, like 
homer* s, court our flavor, they do not flatter us that 
they may please us and enchant us —  they seek to suHject 
us, and il we refuse to He suHjected we are reHels.
Let no one oHject that this goes too lar, that not 
the stories, Hut the /religious doctrine, raises the 
claim to aHsolute authority’, Hecause the stories are 
not, like homer's, simply narrated "reality.” doctrine 
and promise are incarnate in them and inseparaHle -fLrom 
them’, -lor that very reason they are Iraught with 
”Hackground” and mysterious, containing a second, 
concealed meaning. In the story ol [the Binding] ol Isaac, 
it is not only Qod’s intervention at the Heginning and 
the end, Hut even the factual and psycho log ical elements 
which come Hetween, that are mysterious, merely touched 
upon, Inaught with Hackground; and thene-fLone they 
require suHtle investigation and interpretation, they 
demand them. Since so much in the story is dark and 
incomplete, and since the reader knows that Qod is a 
hidden Qod, his ellort to interpret it constantly linds 
something new to leed upon.1
1£. AuerHach, Pi imes is, trans. U.R. 7rask, Princeton, 
N.2-., 1971 , pp. 14-15. Primes is was written in
IstanHul Hetween 1941 and 1945, suHseguent to 
AuerHach* s expulsion Irom Qermany.
Thus, according to Auerbach, the biblical epic does 
not purport to give the reader aesthetic pleasure. 
Rather, due to the pervasive nature of Hebrew 
monotheism, the narrative serves a didactic and 
ethical aim. Descriptive details which do not bear 
directly upon the action, that is, the progression 
of events, are omitted. The scenery, time of year, 
physical characteristics of the protagonists and so 
on may not be mentioned at all.
Exactly the opposite is evident in Homer's Greek 
epic, the Odyssey, an archetypal work of equally great 
antiquity. The polytheism of the Odyssey does not 
convert the story into a tool for didactic or ethical 
aims, since, for Homer, literary aesthetics are possib: 
more important, certainly not less, than ethical 
teachings. As Auerbach says, the Greek epic is full 
of descriptive details, digressions, idyllic pictures 
and so on.
Extension and adaptation of Auerbach's dichotomic 
typological distinction between the Homeric and biblic 
literary styles provide a key for understanding how 
modern Israeli poets have been able to repeatedly 
represent the reality of their own times in a biblical 
context. It is, in fact, relatively easy to intromit 
a new content into the biblical narrative, since 
the Old Testament does not admit many descriptions.
In other words, the biblical story is full of lacunae,
Aueei-ach.' A ttie.on.ij con.cen.ning the  o e ig in a t  cauAe 
0/ th.e ae.Ath.etic eJL-fLect pn.odu.ced <Ly th.e tiomeeic 
A t y t e  La (Leyond th e  Acope  0/ ttiiA papen..
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and these gaps serve as openings for the modern poet
to embellish the biblical epic, in such a way as to
give it a modern connotation.
Haim Gury’s poem His Mother is an excellent example
of how a modern Israeli poet takes a current topic, in
this instance, the wars between the Jews and Arabs, and
3inserts it into the frame of the biblical narrative.
The Book of Judges tells us almost nothing about 
Sisera’s mother; certainly not how old she was, nor what 
color her hair was:
~zp?j ]i*?nn nrz 
irna z:sxn “irz m c o  exat : v  it j -  : : »• f -I Tilnnx irna xizb ízzn
“r¡x nr:rn ¡toto rnzzri nT.izznp
aSn :rb rrnrax zp'r. xvi
"¡23 m"]b CTienn enn bbu
cpzz bbsC T : r  ;
b h t  nN isb  CTiZpn rz:
28-30 n d-d d w )
incrob c-rzst i s :  • t :
: nzpna t |  : •
1 tie, moth.ee o{ Sisena (Looked out at a loindoio, and 
cnied thnough the iattiee, Dhy La his cha/iiot A o 
(ong in coming? why tanny the wheels o{ hiA chaniots? 
hen wise ¿ad ies ansioened hen, yea, ¿he netunned 
ansioen to hensel{, Behold, they have -/Lound, they 
have divided: to eveny man a damsel on two; to 
Sisena a spoil o{ ginments o{ divens coloans, a spoil 
o{ vanico loaned emdno ¿deny , o{ vanico loaned emlno idened 
stu{{+s on the necka o-fL the captives, r
(¿ad. 5:Z&-30r
3 .haim Qany, See Append ix. I -{Lon kiognaphical notes 
on the poets,
4N.h, Snaith, nev. , heLnew Old testament, 1 he Bnitish 
and Toneign Bille Society, London, All lidlical 
quotations in hednew ane {nom Snaith,
5
A, tiankavy, nev,, 7 he holy Scniptunes, N . {J. , 1936 
(nepnint, 1951), All Lidlical quotations in 
Lnglish ane {nom hankavy.
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Likewise, in the previous chapter, the Book of 
Judges did not describe Sisera's appearance after 
Jael had stabbed him with a tent peg:
7it npm
J~T ) J~ * “
(21 1 D-DDW )
rrrs nzgzn-r^ csrn ‘pnxn irr-nK zzn-rzN: 
HS? n;zr,i ir^pz V.pi-rix rpnni zn^ z Vbx Nizrn
‘♦nrri n m  Q-nrKimI T “ | “ J "  jj ; • | |
7 hen  2-a £-P- fieHe/i' a uiJLe too k ,  a n a i l  o-fL thee. t e n t ,  and  
t o o k  a hammen in  h en  h a n d ,  and  w e n t  ¿ o £ t l y  u n t o  d i m ,  
and  Amote. the .  n a i l  i n t o  h i a t e m p l e s ,  and  i t  p i e n c e d  
t h / i o u g h  i n t o  the.  g / ioun d:  JLo/i h e  waA -fLapt a s l e e p  
and  w e a n y, So h e  d i e d .
(3-nd. 4:11)
Suppose Homer had written the story! Judging by, 
for example, his having written eighty verses on an 
incident at the time of Odysseus* homecoming revolving 
around the scar on Odysseus' thigh, and another seventy 
verses digression on the scar and its history, it seems 
safe to say that he would have composed quite a few 
verses describing Sisera's mother, as she waited for 
her son's return; or, described Sisera at even greater 
length after Jael had served him milk and butter, and 
then killed him in his sleep.
However, as the frame for His Mother is biblical, 
not Homeric, there is no such detailed description.
The poet has ample space to insert modern material into 
the descriptive gaps, and Gury, taking advantage of 
this, writes:
.m»fea nos odc nts>xT T  j • I V V - V T •
,nopn o'sax bbv 
.nrisan nn nicis^ crnnpn j?ax 
.o n »  Vnxa asp nyp nmx
▼ *• i v T - r T T T
.*7X0 nip'O VT*
.o-n nxon abn mapy 7-1030 •?»
6 ( ^  )
A woman iohoAe ha in. La a A t / i e a k  0 /  A i i u e / i .
A p/ie y o£ d i v e n . A  e o i o y ia  0/  n e e d i e w o / i k
D i v e / iA  e o t o / i A  0/  ne.zd ie.wo/ik on H o t h  a i d e A  m e e t  
£0/1 t h .e  n e e k A  0/  t h e m  t h a t  t a k e  t h e  ¿ p o l l ,  
t h e  m a i d e n a ¿aw;
A t  t h a t  ve/iy m om en t h e  ¿ a y  ¿ i k e  a A i e e p e / i  i n  t h e  
t e n t ;
H iA h a n d A  [u)e/ie“\ ve/iy e m p t y .
On h i A  c h i n ,  t / i a c e A  o-t m i i k ,  i a t t e / i ,  a n d  H o o d .
( h i A  f ^ o t h e e ) 7
In these lines, Gury inserts descriptions of Sisera's 
mother and Sisera, but does not deviate from the 
biblical plot. Far from it. He underscores the 
irony of the biblical situation, where the reader 
knows what Sisera*s mother does not —  that her son 
is already dead.
Why does the modern poet feel a need to superimpose 
descriptions upon the raw frame of the biblical narrative 
Ahad ha-Am (Asher Ginzberg) in his essay on "Imitation 
and Assimilation" defines what could be taken as a 
poet's two-fold stance in the time dimension of modern 
Israel. On one hand, as a member of a stable society, 
he feels a need for artistic imitation of the past,
Haim Qu/iy, SoAanat ih ih o t , haki(ULu.tz Tiameaehad, 7 9 60 ,
p . i n .
S .  Bu/inAhaio, e d . , 1  h e  Flode/in HeU/iew Poem I t A e t t ,
N , y . ,  7966,  p.  759 .
7
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and on the other hand, as a member of a developing 
society, he feels a need to revitalize his impersonal 
collective heritage by a competitive and personal 
artistic imitation of the details of his own environs:
¿u/t a/ the re/ult/ oJL Imitation during ait the. 
generations o /  growth have deen comdined into a / ingde 
■fLonm o£ liJLe, /o , too, tho/e who made that JLorm in tho/e 
earlier generation/ are now comdined, under the name o /
" ance/tor/” or " predece// or/, into a /ingle ad/tract 
deing, which i/ the central odject o/ imitation. Before 
thi/ model the men o /  later generation/, great and /mail 
alike, e-t-^ ace their own particular individuality; on 
thi/ they gaze with reverence and /ay, " 1-Jl our 
predece//or/ were a/ men, then are we dut a/ a//e/.”
At the /ame time, the imitation oJL one man dy 
another within the living generation doe/ not cea/e...
7hi/ kind o£ Imitation di^er/ Jlrom the other in 
it/ character a/ in it/ cau/e. At the /tage that we 
have called /el-fL-eL-fiacement the imitator wi/he/ to copy 
the /pirit or per/onality o-fL the model, a/ it i/ 
mani-jle/ted in hi/ action/; he therefore imitate/ the/e 
action/ in every detail, -¡Laith-fLul to the impre// /tamped 
upon them dy the per/onality dy which he i/ attracted.
But at the /tage o/ competition, the whole de/ire o/ 
the imitator i/ to reveal hi/ own /pirit or per/onality 
in tho/e way/ in which the model revealed hi/. He 
therefore endeavor/ to change the original impre//, 
according a/ hi/ per/onality or hi/ po/ it ion di-^ -Jler/
■£rom that o/ hi/ model.
7hi/ kind o/ Imitation, al/o, i/ o-fL dene-fLit to 
/ociety. 7 he /el-fi-e-fL-fLacing imitation 0 /  the pa/t /ecure/
/tadility and /olidity; the competitive imitation 0 /  one 
individual dy another make/ JLor progre//,..&
By filling in the descriptive gaps, Gury effects a
modernization of the impersonal biblical narrative, which
is all the more impersonal insofar as it is devoid of
descriptive material. He conveys the immediate message
that "his mother" could in fact be an Israeli mother, or
for that matter, an Arab mother, at any rate, a mother
awaiting her son’s return from war. Hence, the story
Leon Simon, tran/. and ed., Selected L//ay/ ot Ahad 
ha-*Am, Meridian Book/, 1962 reprint, pp. 111-2.
Ahad ha-Am wa/ dorn in the Ukraine in 1856, and died 
in 7 el Aviv in 1 9 27.
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becomes close and personal to the modern reader, and 
Gury has achieved his goal as two-fold imitator.
Making it even more clear that the poet is 
talking about the wars of his own times is his inclusion 
of himself in the story, in the first person —  
obviously, the poet could not have been alive in 
Sisera ' s times :
,7 1*112 1  r r r t f  ^102 , d u c > n p 3  
,x i2h Ewi2 i c x  N*iD'p 2D"i r r n n  nx y iyp p
( M )
y ea/iA ago,  a t  the. end o-fi the. Song  0 /  dedo/iah,
1_ hea/icL t h e  q u i e t  0 /  S ¿ ¿ e e a '  4 cha/i io tA ,  which  
we/ie ¿ a te  in  com ing ,
( h i t  P lo thee )
In another place Gury says:
,m2p-ipn hxi d'didh Vx rnpph xb rrann 
.nnx inx nnx ipns; nnyin oa
- -  -----  ----- • : t
.)nj7'nu2 nvu 'npT'nip
1 he q u i e t  10a*5 not  ¿hatte/ied (Ly [ ¿ i t ,  t o  J the  
ho/i^eA and the  ch a n io t -4 ;
1 he maidens a¿¿o -te¿¿ ¿ i ¿ e n t ,  one a-fitea. the  othee .
flu />i¿ence touched thein. -4 i ¿ ence ,
( h i -4 ftothe/i )
Thus, in the poem His Mother, which on the face 
of it is about a Canaanite general's mother, it is 
immediately felt that Gury had in mind, not Sisera 
and the wars between the Hebrews and Canaanites, but, 
his own times and the wars between the Jews and Arabs. 
The biblical frame serves him as a poetical pretext, 
although, no doubt, the poet's personal need to describe 
these wars is all the more as he himself fought in 
them. As there is almost nothing in the Old Testament 
about Sisera's mother, there are descriptive gaps, 
and there is room to insert modern material —  
motivated descriptions of Sisera's mother and her son.
So far, it is clear that the biblical epic leaves 
descriptive gaps, and that this fact enables the modern 
poet to utilize the biblical frame to tell a story 
entirely modern. Were the poet to choose the Homeric 
narrative as his frame, his task would be much more 
difficult. Here, as already noted, there are no such 
descriptive gaps. The story already seems complete 
down to the last exact detail of where, when, who and 
how, and it is therefore relatively difficult for him 
to insert the stuff of his reality into the Homeric 
frame. Another poem, by the same poet, Haim Gury, 
should serve as a convincing example of this difficulty.
In his poem Odysseus, Gury's technique, albeit 
he is one and the same poet, varies considerably 
from his methods in composing the poem His Mother.
In Odysseus, Gury does not include himself in the 
story in the way he did in His Mother. The poem 
takes place as if in exactly the same period as the 
Homeric. And, it is not only as regards historical 
time that the poet stays within the boundaries of 
the Homeric period, but also in regard to place.
That is, everything happens in Greece:
.rnnK rvqv n m ®  d'enk . .  .
9 ( OD'HIK )
. . . p & o p i e .  who ¿poke. di£-fLefient Q/ieek.
(OcluAAeLLA )1 0
9
10
Haim CjiL/iy, 
S .  Bu/inAfiaw
o p . C » ,
, ed . , op.
p. 115.  
c. e d . . p .  154.
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Towards the end of the poem, Gury introduces 
the Homeric character Euryclea, but does not elaborate 
on her, or for that matter, on the scar by which she 
recognizes Odysseus:
i •rupin vVn d'b wa
( Opnitt )
npVsn jin wi nVi
Oaten came., and (Lathed hiA JLeet, ¿ike oíd ¿any d e a ,
And did not Aee the ¿can.. . .
(OdgAAeaA)
This is a far cry from Gury’s treatment of the story of 
Sisera1s mother in the Book of Judges, where he adds 
descriptive details telling us that she has a "streak of 
silver" in her hair, and Sisera, "traces of milk, butter, 
and blood" on his chin. However, it would probably have 
been impossible for Gury to think of a description of 
Euryclea that would in any way add to the story, since 
Homer has already portrayed her in every detail:
...the a cene in which the oíd hoaAekeepen ¿anyciea, 
who had (Leen hiA nunAe, necog n izeA him £ Ody AAeiLA 3 dy a 
Acan on hiA thigh. 1 he Atnangen haA won Peneiope'A
good wiiii at hiA nequeAt ¿he teíÍA the hoaAekeepen to 
waAh hiA -/Leet, which, in aíí oíd atonieA, ¿A the JLinAt 
duty oj hoAp itaiity towand a tined tnaveien. ¿any ciea 
(LaA ieA henAeij. j.etching waten and mixing co id with hot, 
meanwhiie a peaking Aadiy o-fL hen adAent maAten, who ÍA 
pnodadiy oJL the Aame age aA the gaeAt, and who penhapA, 
iike the gaeAt, ÍA even now wandening Aomewhene, a Atnangen; 
and ¿he nemankA how aAtoniAhing iy dike him the gaeAt 
iookA. Pleanwhiie OdyAAeaA, nememdening hiA Acan, moveA 
dack oat oJL the tight; he knowA that, deApite hiA eJLJLont 
to hide hiA identity, ¿any ciea wiii now necogn ize him, 
dat he wantA at ieaAt to keep Peneiope in ignonance. No 
Aoonen haA the oíd woman toached the Acan than, in hen 
joyoaA AanpniAe, ahe ietA OdyAAeaA1 -/Loot dnop into the 
daAin: the waten ApiiÍA oven, ¿he ÍA adoat to cny oat 
hen joy; OdyAAeaA neAtnainA hen with whiApened thneatA 
and endeanmentA...
11 Aaendach, op. cit., p. 3.
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Nor is the modern poet able to compete with Homer as 
regards Odysseus’ scar, since Homer not only describes 
it in a detailed and lifelike way, but also gives us a 
long flashback on the history of the scar:
The intennupt ion, which corner jupt at the point 
when the ho uAek.eepen necogn izep the ¿can —  that it, at 
the moment o-fL cnipip —  depcnidep the o/iigin o/ the ¿can, 
a hunting accident which occunned in Ody¿¿eu¿, doyhood, 
at a (Loan hunt, duning the time o/ hi¿ v i¿ it to hi¿ 
gnandlathen Auto lycup. 7hi¿ linpt allondp an oppontunity 
to in-jtonm the neaden adout Auto lycup, hi¿ hou¿e, the 
pneci¿e degnee oJL the kinphip, hi¿ chanacten, and, no lepp 
exhauptively than touchingly, hi¿ dehavion a-jLten the dinth 
o/ hi¿ gnandpon; then /ollowp the vi¿it o/ Ody¿¿eu¿, now 
gnown to de a youth; the exchange o/ gneet ing¿, the 
danguet with which he ip welcomed, ¿leep and waking, the 
eanly ¿tant Ion the hunt, the tnacking o£ the leapt, the 
¿tnuggle, Odyppeup* deing wounded dy the loan*p tupk, hip 
necoveny, hip netunn to Ithaca, hip panentp' anxioup 
quept ionp —  all ip nannated, again with Puch a complete 
extennalization o/ all the elementp o/ the ptony and o/ 
thein intenconnectionp ap to leave nothing in odpcunity.1l
All in all, Homer leaves almost no lacunae for the
modern poet to fill in, and this poses a problem when
the poet comes to grafting a modern connotation onto
this ancient epic. In Odysseus, Gury does not attempt
to intromit descriptive details, but.rather allows himself
to add a detail to Homer’s plot. Thus he tells us that
the water, unlike old Euryclea, did not see Odysseus’
scar, and did not recognize Odysseus:
.mpm vVn iDuuh d-d wa
t '*.S ” •:•••: r : • : t : • - t
.¡ran ■pup “niaa wtfani npVxn nx nn xhi 
(OpniK )
Uaten came, and lathed hip £eet, like old £unyclea,
And did not pee the ¿can, and continued down the 
¿lope ap waten doep.
(Odyppeup)
12 Auendach, op, cit., p. 4,
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By this device of personifi cation, whereby it is as
if the water, an inanimate element, were a human being
or beings, it be comes apparent that the Homeric story
is actually a symbolic representation of reality in
a modern Israeli context. Now, retrospe ctively,
Gury's line, "A wanderer tired as a dreamer and full 
of longing," takes on a personal tone and instead of 
expressing Odysseus’ feelings on his homecoming to 
Ithaca, expresses Gury’s feeling that he, the poet, 
is a stranger in his own homeland, Israel:
ix a  yjysnni o^ina ^ y  
.mnx n-av n a itf d-pjx pa
( DpniK)
A wandene/i dined aA a d/ieamen and -/lull o-fL longing  
Among people, who apoke, d iJL-fLenent Qneek.
(OduAAe.uA )
When Gury talks about a "different Greek," he is not 
referring to another language, but rather to different 
ideals. His generation, the poet says, was idealistic, 
a generation of dreamers; whereas, the younger generation, 
newcomers to a state for which they did not fight, are 
a new breed who have "continued down the slope as 
water does":
.itfxi Vy t-h Vd xa“ - t
.rnofe1? nptfn nn nxar t : • 't : t : t t
.nipin rrbpnaxa vbn idbpi d-d ixa 
.o-an Ti’vra *niaa mrani nx ixn xVi• - - » v v : r - • : • : » v v * - v t ;
( o p n ix )
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deio came., and £eii upon dip dead.
Mind came, and dipped dip iipp.
Daten came, and tatded dip £eet, Íike oíd Cunycíea,
And did not pee tde Pean, and continued doion tde 
ptope ap wate.n doeP •
------- (OduPPeup)
The word '’slope" (the Hebrew word means 'slope' or
'decline') indicates that Gury is talking about a
moral decline. He says that the new actuality in
Greece (Israel), from the moral standpoint, has been
of a lower order since the 194-8 War of Independence.
In other words, during the war, which left an indelible
mark ("scar") on C-ury's generation, idealism was
stronger.
The poems His Mother and Odysseus have served as 
examples of how a modern poet is able to insert a new 
and modern content into the frame of the ancient 
classical epic. The poem His Mother, which elaborated 
on a minor figure mentioned in the Book of Judges, 
demonstrated that the material of the biblical 
narrative is malleable, a material the poet is able 
to work with with relative ease. Indeed, the biblical 
frame has been used again and again by poets in modern 
Israel. The aim of the Israeli poet, however, is 
neither to reiterate the content of the biblical story, 
nor to compete with the literary power of the Old 
Testament as regards form. As I shall show in the 
forthcoming chapters, the aim and sole contribution 
of the Israeli poet is to tell of his own current 
reality: to this end, he utilizes many poetical devices,
as well as other methods, to overlay the biblical 
frame with an updated and modern connotation.
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Ckapten 7u)0
As already said, the biblical narrative leaves 
many gaps, and this makes it easy for the modern poet 
to utilize the Old Testament epic as a frame for his 
own creativity. Amir Gilboa takes advantage of this 
characteristic of the biblical narrative in his poem 
Isaac, and inserts several completely new elements 
into the frame of the original episode of the Binding 
of Isaac (Gen. 22).
Firstly, Gilboa effects a change of location.
In the biblical original, the story takes place in 
the hills of Jerusalem, to be specific, on Mt. Moriah, 
the Temple Mount. There is no description of the 
nature of these mountains in the Old Testament, and 
except for the mountains, nothing is mentioned about 
the scenery. Therefore, Gilboa is able to fill in 
the gap by adding a description which immediately 
transfers the biblical story from one place to another: 
instead of the hills of Jerusalem, the story takes 
place in a forest in Russia; instead of a Middle 
Eastern landscape, the scenery is typically European:
-urn Tina t i ny  nV c  npa ntab
! ; F££) ' -- " ”
tLa/ity in  t h e  monning t h e  Ann took, a matk in the. ¿o/ieAt,
( I A a a c )
1Am in Ç i¿(Loci, kehui im  VaacLumim, Am Oveci, l e t  A v iv ,
1963, p, 213,
l
S. BunnAhaio, e d . , op . c i t ,  , p. 137,
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In the same first line of his poem, not only has the 
poet inserted a new location into the biblical frame 
of the story of the Binding of Isaac, but he has also 
inserted a new time dimension. Instead of the ancient 
times of Abraham and Isaac, the story is transplanted 
into the twentieth century in the period of anti-Semitic 
pograms between World War I and World War II, that is, 
during Amir Gilboa’s childhood. In the next line of 
the poem, the poet inserts not only a new time 
chronologically speaking (the twentieth century instead 
of the biblical period), but he also inserts a new 
aspect of time, a personal time. The plot involves 
not Abraham and Isaac, but the poet himself, when he 
was a little boy, and the poet’s father, who fills 
the role of Abraham:
xox asn 'av t it
(Pv£)
7ogethe/i with, w e  and. with Tathen
(1 Aaac)
In line three of his poem, where the poet alludes to 
another book of the Old Testament, the Song of Songs, 
he closes the gap in time between Abraham and Isaac 
and his father in Russia:
“isrn Tjinp pes? nVo “ij?3 rriJ?V ( I  )
X 3 X  D i p  '73 37 T I T  (  j  
.  1 *7 X 7 3  E 7 3  T T S ' l  ( 3 )
( P??:)
(1 )taniy in the. monning the aun took, a waik in the {.one^t 
(2 )7ogethen. with me and with Tathe/i 
(3)And my night hand in hiA ie£t.
(1Aaac )
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That is to say, the original biblical story does not 
describe the scenery, and so Gilboa ia able to insert 
a European Russian landscape into the Middle Eastern 
context. The biblical original is impersonal (we do 
not feel the presence of a narrator telling the story 
of Abraham and Isaac), and so Gilboa is able to insert 
a personal aspect, whereby Gilboa's father becomes 
Abraham and the child Gilboa Isaac, and the now adult 
poet tells us about what happened to him and his 
father many years ago in the poet’s childhood. 
Furthermore, the biblical original is devoid of 
description of the psychological and emotional 
reactions of the protagonists, of which there is 
only the barest of hints:
...Take, now thy ¿on, thine, only ¿on 7-4aac, whom 
thou l o v e A t , and get thee into the land o/ floniah; 
and o-fLtLen him the/ie £on a Hu/int-oJL-/Len. ing , , .
(  Qen , 2.1: 2 )
And so, although we know what happened, we know 
almost nothing about what Abraham or Isaac felt at 
these very dramatic moments. Therefore, Gilboa is 
able to insert a description of the emotions of 
father and son at the time of the event of the 
Binding of Isaac, by which it becomes apparent 
that there is a very strong mutual love between 
father and son. This insertion, line three of 
the poem Isaac, ’And my right hand in his left,”
T I - pnsp-nK
( 2 Db n-twna )
alluding to the biblical, "His left hand is under my 
head, and right hand doth embrace me" (Cant. 2:6), 
tells us not only of the relationship between Abraham 
and Isaac, but, as the time dimension and location have 
been modernized, describes the very strong bond between 
the child (poet) and his father. The cold, objective 
biblical narrative has been transformed into a warm, 
subjective story, the story of Gilboa's childhood 
memories. We now find ouselves in the midst of a 
very personal drama.
Gilboa links the biblical to the modern drama by 
filling in the interpretative gaps in the Old Testament 
with an interpretation of his own, which is, at the 
same time, linked to his own modern life story:
.D^vn ra rhaxD nanh rnaa
. . .  T » V V “ J “  T - J  ▼ 1 T T I
.trhyn bv m  bin rry ana nx •qa-ba xv  uxi
( pn?’ )
Like, lightn ing a kni{e {.tamed between the t/iee.6. 
And I {ea/i a o  the te/inon o{ mg e g e A  {acing blood 
on the leaved*
( l A a a c )
These lines firstly fill in an interpretative gap in 
the Old Testament, where the biblical Isaac perhaps 
feared his father when he said:
-rhxb ngn ¡tni bx- nan
(7 m rmna)
.».Behold the { Lee and the wood: bat whe/ie La 
the lamb {o/i a bannt-o{{ening?
(Qen. 22:7)
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The biblical narrative goes on to describe 
Abraham’s submission to God's will:
• • • :□ vfrxn ib-ncNr“1**? . . .  ipzz crnrix £3:7:3 . . .
:7 7  c,7 '^ nsn i45“nK"r* D-nbx crn2x^ ,oi<si
(1, 3, 8 3b rrswou}
...and he a aid, Behold, kune. I am...And Alnaham 
noAe up eanly in ike monn ing. . . and wnet unto 
tke p ¿ace o-jL which Qod had to ¿d him. . . And Alnaham 
Aaid, Hg Aon, Qod will pnovide himAel-t Q lamd 
ton a Au/int- otte/iing: ao they went (Loth o-t 
them together.
(Qen. 22:1,3,8)
However, at this point Gilboa's personal story is in 
contrast to the original biblical story: it could be 
called, instead of the episode of the Binding of 
Isaac, the episode of the Death of Gilboa's Father:
The son is not the victim, the father is:
,U3 ,unuhn uk rn 
.trbyn bv
.iVip nnps K3XT
.omn vjdi
( pn??) ■
It iA 1_ who am (Leing A laughtened, my Aon, 
And my H o o d  iA alneady on the leaveA.
And 7 athen* A voice waA Ati-tled.
And hiA -/Lace pate.
(1Aaac)
These lines too, a reply of father to son, fill in 
an interpretative gap in the Old Testament. They 
supply us with what could have been an emotional 
outburst on the part of Abraham when he bound his 
son on the altar and stretched forth his hand to
2-4
slay him:
“ns Ti“im cnnus cc ]—*i
V I V. -J-r - • * - V T T » - 'T I V •
bi'zv nzirpn-br V.s ctn i:z pn:r-nx np;;p earn 
-ns cmzx je-siÄ— —> **illbzs;
«..Uw-.— »v» — «— «"tv» v*"'^  •*•'”'-v •*—*«U
I i— J  L* I j I ^  I * j . ^  ^  ^I'f.J * 1 ^  J  »» f
:*j j m  “ r^s'i c “ “ z s  l_ i I i« k
\ T  • V  ^“ AT T : JT 1 ; "
(9-11 33 JV,B?K"I3 )
. . .and Alnaham (Lullt an a ¿tan thene, and ¿aid 
the. wood In onden, and (Lound Isaac his son, and 
¿aid dim on the. altan upon the. wood. And Alnaham 
stnetched -fLonth tils hand, and took. the. kn IJLe to 
slay his son. And the angel o/ the Lond called 
unto him oun o/ heaven, and said, Alnaham, ALnaham: 
and he said, dene am 1.
(Qen. 22:9-11)
However, whereas in the Old Testament a miracle takes
place, in the actuality of the poet's childhood there 
is no saving angel. The victim (the poet's father) 
is actually killed. Therefore, instead of a child's 
fear of what his father might do to him, there is 
the awful fear on the part of both father and child 
of what could happen to the father through an unnamed 
horror, anti-Semitic pograms:
/  . D - s s n  r ? nl? ? ^
.trpvn by op bio pry in? nx pp'bo n-t uni
( pnrO
Like lightning a knl-fLe JLlamed (Letween the tnees.
And l JLean so the tennon o£ my eyes facing Hood 
on the leaves.
(Isaac)
The Death of Gilboa's Father is presented as the 
poet's nightmare:
F»Nnb **b “ispso ,p>i?yb uvsti
.DTS7H snipi*“ •* T * - • I
.’rnpiynn
ra- t  nmn cn-nbun▼ “ t :t t - : t ;
( pn??)
And I wanted to any out, w/iithing not to te.lie.ue.
And teaming ope,n the eyeA.
And 1 woke up.
And tiood ¿eAA [lit. hetp ¿eAA-o-t-tiood] waA the 
night hand,
(1 a a ac)
When the poet awakens from the nightmare, he sees that 
his right hand is "bloodless." That is to say, his 
father’s death was not just a bad dream. His father's 
blood, spilled many years ago, is the blood now missin 
from the poet’s "right hand." It is clear that the 
"right hand" is an allusion to the biblical idiom 
meaning one’s most needed person.
In this his poem, Amir Gilboa tells his story 
through the eyes of a child. That is, the dramatic 
element and the trivial element are combined one with 
the other, as in the thought of small children. 
Accordingly, the little Isaac (the poet) asks his 
father to save him (as indeed was saved the biblical 
Isaac), so that he can sit at the table for his midday 
meal with his father and all the family:
nx rib-sm nnn xax xax
* T S * V T * * X  ** “ T "  T *
.□nnxn ms?03 srx norr xbi
( )
"t: t “ “ \ : * v r
Tathe.si, T a th es i  husi/iy and ¿ave. l ^ a a c  
And no one. u > iit  te. mi AAi n g  a t  ¿ u n c h t i m e . .
( l A a a c )
What would sound foolish and even comical in an adult' 
speech, sounds natural and authentic when said by a 
child. The family’s midday meal is a symbol of the 
ordered self-contained world of family life, wherein 
no one Is missing at the table.
All in all, in the poem Isaac, Gilboa conveys
a very personal message, one which relates to our 
modern times and the world of Gilboa the adult: 
namely, that many years after his family's murder by 
anti-Semites, the poet's world remains shattered, 
incomplete and macabre. His table lacks his family 
members, and his right hand is "bloodless" —  due to 
the nightmare of the destruction of European Jewry.
In the poem Isaac, we had an example of a modern 
poet's use of the frame, the ancient biblical narrative, 
to show what was common to both biblical history and- 
scenes from his childhood —  as well as what was at 
variance (the modern day scene in Isaac presented a 
horror absent from the scene of the biblical epic, 
in which God was all-pervasive).
In Joshua1s Face, another poem by Amir Gilboa, 
there is, as in Isaac, a simultaneous consideration 
of the poet's memories and of the Jewish tradition.
In Joshua's Face, however, despite the fact that there 
is reference not only to the biblical narrative, but 
to other traditional sources as well, the link between 
the modern situation and the biblical is much weaker.
As in Isaac, so too in Joshua's Face, the poet's 
nightmare is vivified. This time the dream centers 
around not Gilboa's father, but the memory of his 
brother Joshua, who was killed by Germans in World 
War II. The nostalgic memory of his brother pursues 
Gilboa even in his dreams, and to the point that he 
is sick with longing:
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.D’un nibn .nj? niVn . . . 
.fpnn bx D'nsj nos D’n 'bnbi 
.mab naiv ux .nain .in»m nbm ux
T •• • - :  v  ▼ * : • -I
( S/tfirr "3D )
A CO Id d/ieam. A mumm i/ ied dneam.
A nd at my teet the Aea beat a etennitieA towand
the Ahone.
1 am A ick with itA lament. It AeemA I am about
to d ie.
(loAhua'A lace)
.eath wish places the poet in an ambivaient position,
since at the same time Gilboa feels a strong need to live 
on. It is, after all, his task as a poet to make sure 
that a sign remains, something to bear witness, evidence, 
of the dead Joshua and of all those who were killed.
That is, he must stay alive for the sake of making Hebrew 
history live into the future:
■ *n nianb unnaa :im3ö in 
.Tnrrbx
• T V3V3 D’biy vis bi?a -nx
T T • T T T -  '  ▼
.^ Dçun bin? ''niupy *nnb
( D'DiH" "2D )
But I muAt, 1 muAt await alive.
7 he "AIwayA. "
Above, my bnothen'a -¡Lace niAeA in the cloud, 
lo tell o  netell] my /ootAtepA in the [Aea] 
waAhed Aand.
(loAhua*a Tace)
4
A m i n  Q i l b o a , op. cit. , p. 3 44.
5
S. BunnAhaw, ed., op. cit., p. 142.-3, In th ÌA
tnanAlation, neh iuato ÌA nendened aA ' itA lament'.
IhiA ÌA not an ex.act tnanAlation aA nehiya meanA
' yeanning' on. 'longing' . 1 he tnanAlaton may have
been thinking o/ the wond nehi, which ÌA Aimilan 
in meaning to kina rlament'.
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In the Talmud, a comparison is made between 
Moses and Joshua:
rm V  \3DD jrenrr ' i z  n o n  o s d  no’o 
7 ( « ny 3/73 )
7he -{Lace, o{ floAeA La tike the {ace o{ the ¿un; 
the {ace o{ 2-OAhua La tike, the {ace o{ the moon
(Balta Bath/ia 7 5a)
The opening lines of Gilboa's poem describe Joshua’s
gface as being, like the sun, of "beaten gold." Aside 
from being an allusion to I Kings 10:16,17, where this 
expression is used in a different context, it is an 
allusion to the Talmud (Baba Bathra 75a). Above all, 
it establishes the nightmarish, ethereal and phantasmagoric 
mode of the poem. The scene shifts from Moses to Joshua 
(in the Talmud, Moses is described as having a face like 
the sun; in Gilboa’s poem, the poet seems to confuse 
Moses and Joshua); from Joshua to the poet's brother 
Joshua; from this world to the next; and, from times of 
yore to the present:
a m  i n a i  . c a n  u d  5 k  y t r i m
T T  T T  * *  -  T V ▼ ** “  \
( yunrr ) * * *
And (LoAhua {nom above (LookA at my {ace. And hlA 
{ace La beaten gotd,
(XoAhua’a Tace)
The analogy that Joshua the brother is to the poet 
as Moses is to Joshua in the Old Testament emphasizes 
the basic problem of Jewish existence, and underscores 
the two part nature of accomplishment (i.e., vision
^1aimud BavlL, ZLtamL/i, 1859,
g
Sahut Ln context meanA nbeaten,n but LtA homonymouA 
meanLng La ’ a ¿a Ln’ , ’ a ¿aug hte/ied’. By thLA poetLcat 
dev Lee (homonymy), the Aecond ¿Lne o{ the poem contaLnA 
the Ln{onmatLon that the poet’ a b/iothen. waA AÌaLn,
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and practice). Just as in the Old Testament, Moses, 
who was a prophet and essentially a man of vision, 
was followed by Joshua upon whom was imposed the task 
of carrying out the vision and of giving his people 
a homeland, so too the brother Joshua preceded the 
poet, who was later to fight on Israeli soil to fulfill 
the historical role of making a homeland for the Jewish 
nation. However, Joshua the poet’s brother, is like 
the biblical Joshua in that he too fought many wars.
The wars and suffering are a typical mark of Jewish 
existence in our times, as they were in the biblical’ 
period. The poet stresses this similarity:
.rnnnbaa m vsbv stfirr dj
t  :  • • T T Ï "  *  \  1
( yiznrr ■’i?)
2-OAtiu.cL too is> now n e . A t i n g  tLsiom wa/iA.
( l o A t i u a  ' a 7 a ce . )
At this point, the stories of Joshua the brother and 
the biblical Joshua diverge very conspicuously.
The Book of Joshua describes Joshua's death, as 
follows:
nçn c r i in n  nntf 'to. ' 
nzpn :c*:7 nxr2“]z rnrr -nx? ]irp  rÿirr
c it z N - t n z  -¡m  n z o -n p r .z  tb n : b p p V .fc
i
(29,30 *7D S7enn- )
A nd i t  came, t o  pa a A a-fLten. t h e ^ e  t h i n g s ,  t h a t  
3-OAhua t h e  ¿ o n  oJL N u n ,  t h e  ¿ e / i v a n t  o-fL t h e  L o n d ,  
d i e d ,  ( L e i n g  a h u n d n e d  a n d  t e n  yean.A o l d ,  And  
t h e y  ( L u / i ie d  k i rn  i n  t h e  (Loside/i o/ h i A  i n h e r i t a n c e  
i n  1 i m n a t h - ¿ e r a h , w h ic h ,  i a i n  m o u n t  t p h / i a i m ,  on 
t h e  n o r t h  /> i d e  o-fL t h e  h i l l  o-fL Q a a t h .
( 3 - o ¿ ,  2 4 :  2 9 , 3 0  )
The slain brother Joshua has no grave, and certainly 
not in the Land of the Fathers. He was killed somewhere 
in Europe, and as the poet says:
3 0
V? D s n  k V  n a p  bin 
. D p D K  n n 3
( iwirr ■’3D )
did not hew h ims>e l-fi. a gnave 
In the. mountains> oJL <£phnaim.
( do s>hua' s> Tace.)
Joshua of the Old Testament fulfilled the great 
historical role Moses had imposed on him, and lived 
some time in the Holy Land and was buried in its 
earth. Moses, on the other hand, did not enter the
gHoly Land and his grave is unknown. In the case of 
the biblical Joshua, we know the place of his burial; 
but in the case of Joshua, the poet’s slain brother, 
we do not know where he is buried, or if indeed he 
was buried at all in a proper way. This last 
possibility, that the brother was not buried at all, 
but died in an unknown place with no mark to bear 
witness (as was the case with millions of Jews during 
World War II) —  this possibility makes an opening 
for a poetical description reminiscent of old English 
and Scottish ballads, where a ghost comes out at 
night, roams around the heavens or earth, and haunts 
living family members. Gilboa’s allusion to the talmudic
So ffos>es> the ¿envant o£ the. Lond died thene in 
the Iand o /  hioah, acco/id ing to the. wond o /  the 
Lond. And he Hunted him in a valley in the land 
o /  floaH, oven against Beth-peon: Hut no man 
knoweth oJL h is> s>epulehne unto this, day.
(Beat. 34:5,6)
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words, "the face of Joshua as the face of the 
moon"(Baba Bathra 75a), tied in with the story of 
the biblical Joshua, creates the link to his 
ballad-like description, where the poet changes 
the moon, which sails into the sky at night, into 
the face of his brother Joshua:
xsv xm nVh nVh ]? V»
 ^ ytfirr ris )
7 he goe/> out night a^ ten. night
lo walk in the ¿kg.
(lo^hua’a Tace)
In these lines, four levels of connotation are 
linked: the level of the biblical story of Joshua 
bin Nun; the level of the talmudic commentary 
describing Joshua's face; the demonological level 
where dead ghosts sail forth to walk round at night; 
and, the level of the poet's personal nightmare of 
his brother's death.
If Gilboa had written a poem about Joshua his 
brother, but without the biblical and talmudic 
dimensions, we would have a modern poem without any 
allusion to the historical past of the poet's people. 
In this instance, unless the poet's artistry in 
imitating the present exceeded all bounds, his 
brother's story would have remained a private family 
matter only.
If, on the other hand, the poet had written a 
poem about Joshua bin Nun, faithfully reproducing
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the biblical story, it is more than probable that he 
would have been unable to compete with the literary 
force of the Old Testament. We would have wondered 
why a modern poet had bothered to retell an old, known 
story, without making any changes to introduce new 
material.
However, in Joshua's Face, we have an excellent 
example of a modern poem springing from a very personal 
source and linked to the twentieth century, as well as 
being connected very interestingly with the Old Testament 
and the Talmud, and even the European ballad. In this 
instance, the affair of the poet's brother Joshua becomes 
not a private or even a modern matter, but a collective, 
national and historical symbol. What ties in Joshua bin 
Nun with Joshua the brother is a new and old common dream, 
that of finding a homeland. Joshua bin Nun found a 
homeland and those who came after him built it. Joshua 
the brother did not find a homeland, but the fact that 
his brother, the poet, is alive, changes his death into 
a will and testament of the continuity of Jewish existence. 
At some point in time after the death of the brother Joshua 
is the inevitable death of the poet. Nonetheless, the 
continuity of Jewish historical existence is a fact, just 
as it is a fact of existence that wave after wave comes 
in from the sea to the shore. Even if the wave is broken, 
ceases to exist in a specific moment of time, the sea, 
symbol of the collective historical existence of the 
nation, remains for always:
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ma^? *rpiy np ii ,nVin -ik i 
"if? n r  Vinp prra 
o^ pn -Vitfa 
*yio '3 npin ,-3 nnirn 
'pin nx 'VnV nppn 
Vj inx *?j
T *  “  -
D'a-i n^ n -ip *?y 
.biari^ opi-uv
(ymrr tip)
And 1 am a i c k , i t  AeemA I  am a d o u t  t o  d ie .
M a l t i n g  l a e e t o o t  i n  c o l d  m o o n - ¿ a n d  
A t  the .  w a t e n . '  A e d g e
And m u / im u e in g  w i t h i n  me,  mu.nmu.si i n g  w i t h i n  me iA t h e  e n d  
U h i c h  leatA my death at my £eet 
Dave a-fLte/i wave ------
Upon the -{LaceA ot- many liveA 
flay he le naiAed and glonitied.
(t o  a h u a 'a T a c e )
The last line contains an allusion to yet another 
ancient source, the Mourner's Kaddish, a traditional 
Jewish prayer, which begins with the Aramaic words:
Kaba? x "  nat? snprn b^av
9 ( Dirr ship )
flagni-tied and Aanctiticd (Le hiA g/ieat name in the 
won. Id. . .   ^ q
(flounnen' a haddiAh)
9
S . S ingen., Rev. , tnanA. , the Au.thon.iAed daily 
Pnauen Book, ot the United he.ln.ew Conqneaat ionA 
ot the Bn.itiAh Commonwealth ot NationA (new 
edition), 5722-1962.
1 0 Hid. .
The poem Moses also by Amir Gilboa is, as its 
title suggests, another poem based on the Old Testament. 
However, unlike for example in the poem Isaac, the 
biblical background does not provide a specific 
situation or defined story. Rather, Moses is based 
on several verses of the Old Testament, which describe 
the biblical Moses as he arrays the armies of the 
children of Israel. The poet alludes to the following 
verses in the Book of Exodus and the Book of Numbers:
I CS La J l i  I l i* l i--- - T ; jT -x rrâ rbv iS rrá-^x mrr "istir  v • /•"! v v <t : •• -i-
cnzxb 'ruzzi iPx pxrnbx mis» rixz rrbi'r 
:m:¡nx linó i'¿xb bps?:1?! pns:1?
( 1 sb mas? )
T I Y X  V  V. I  X* i I <r :
And ike. Lond ¿aid unto floAeA, Dopant, and go up 
hence, thou and the. people, that tfiou haAt dnought 
up out o/ the ¿and o/ Egypt, unto the ¿and which 
I Awone unto Adnaham, to lAaac, and to ^aco&, 
a a g i n g , Unto thy Aeed will 1 give it:
(¿x, 33:7)
( 1 - 3  X
inxz i r á  bixz i'o  12122 nP2“bx mrr 1211t v ; A- v J : VT • : y v v it î •• -j-
nbxb mis2 rix2  cnxsb niPn r:zz bzr cnnb
i •• -vr : * I V/.* - ?T •• ; ... - JTT - ... - V
rrzb nrrzzzb ‘r x ir á iz  s x it ,x ìxP«r* : vj • • • x ** t : • r* : j— : x v j
mips; izz .‘cròs1?:*? rz'rbz r\hú 12222 ónix 
cnxzzb cnx npsn bxrz'z xzs xrábz rbvzbr:z
\j : ' : *t j \ ; : • a** t ; • : vT t /• t t : - t t t
\ :iirixi nnx
13nC2) 1 '■
And the Lond a poke unto HoAeA in the wildenneAA 
0/ Sinai, in the tadennacle o-JL the congnegation, 
on the -t-inAt day  o/ the Aecond month., in the 
Aecond yean. a-fLten they wene eome out o-fL the ¿and 
0 JL Egypt, Aaying, lake ye the Aum o£ a¿¿ the 
congnegation  0/ the childnen  0/ lAnael, a^ten 
the in -{Lam i ¿ ieA , ¿y the houAe o-fL thein -¡LathenA , loith 
the numden  0/ thein n a m e A , eveny male dy thein pollA 
Tnom twenty yeanA old and upwand, all that ane adle 
to go £onth to wan in ÍAnael: thou and Aanon a hall
numden them dy thein anmieA.
(Nu. 7:1-3)
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In Moses» as well as in the previous poems
discussed, it is more than clear that the poet is
not attempting to repeat the biblical story as is.
The modern poet is not interested in reconstruction
of the biblical narrative, but rather in a modern
paraphrase of the ancient text.
As already demonstrated, one of the ways in which
Gilboa treats biblical raw material in his poetic
laboratory is through personalization. That is,
he inserts his personal life history into the ancient
impersonal frame, the biblical narrative, with the
result that the biblical story, as we saw in his poem
Isaac, steps out of the category of ancient myth, the
collective consciousness of the whole nation, into the
11frame of Amir Gilboa*s private life story. Likewise,
in Moses, the story of Moses arraying his armies in
the desert to prepare for ascent to the Holy Land
abruptly steps out of the category of national myth
into the frame of Gilboa's personal and modern life 
1 2story.
1 1 An example o(L perAona l izat ion, where the. poet makeA 
the odjective ancient didlica l ¿tony ¿tep into the 
¿adject ive modern (name o( hiA perAonal li(e ¿tony, 
waA ¿een in Q ildoa* A lAaac when he deAcrided the 
Binding o( lAaac aA i( everything had happened not 
to Adraham and lAaac, dat to Qildoa the child and 
hiA -(Lather, PerAonalizat ion ¿houid not de con(u.Aed 
with n enA on ideation, a literary deAcription o(L an 
inanimate thing, which giveA it, aA it were, a li(Le 
o(L itA own. An example o(L perAon ijLicat ion evident 
in the (LinAt line o(L the ¿ame poem lAaac, " Early in
the morning the ¿an took a walk in the (LoreAt,”
l am uAing the w,ord " aAcent” to render the Redrew 
word alia a in reference to ancient timeA, and the 
word "immigration” in reference to modern timeA,
1 2
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Amir Gilboa, who immigrated to Israel in 1937,
at the age of twenty, while still in Europe, along
with many other young people, went through a stage of
preparation for immigration. That is, he was involved
in the Pioneer Movement, a movement which trained
prospective immigrants to Israel to cope with an
13agricultural way of life. The Jewish youth, girls 
and boys, who underwent this preparation, spent some 
time on farms for girl-workers and boy-workers 
respectively, in villages in Russia, Poland and so 
on.  ^ Looking back to this time of his life, the poet 
recalls a girl with long legs who worked on one of the 
farms for girl-workers. The poem (Moses) does not 
reveal the exact significance of what remain the poet's 
own memories of both the long-legged girl and a girl 
called Sara, in whose name he planned to build a city:
,rnQK'i ntfa Vx 'ntfy
.321 33 rvnnpn nx -piy 
■•a Vanpn xin 
.■’nppxp 33^1
.niVyisn-ninp D ^nrrnanx nP nrrn
1 5 ( rm- )
Amin. Qi ULoa ,  o p ,  c . i t , ,  p . i n .
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1 went up to PloAeA and ¿aid to dim:
P¿ace the aemieA thuA and thuA.
He looked at me
And placed them aA 1 told him to.
And who did not Aee me then in my gloey?
Sana -fi/iom ch ildhood waA theee
In whoAe name 1 had planned to luild a city.
1 he long-legged one -fLeom the g iel-woekeeA* -fLaem 
waA theee. 1 ,
(noAeA)'b
The poet sees a parallel, in his own imigration to 
Israel in 1937, with Moses and the children of 
Israel, who spent years in the desert to prepare 
themselves to meet a new life in the homeland; and 
he, accordingly, intertwines the biblical narrative 
with his own personal story and that of the young 
pioneers of his generation.
The poet prepared himself again for a second 
homecoming to Israel, when five years later (in 194-2) he 
volunteered for service with the Hebrew Unit of the 
British army. During this period he traversed Africa, 
Malta, Italy, Yugoslavia and the Lowlands (the 
Netherlands Plain). Once again, the poet, then a 
soldier, knew he would return to Israel; and, therefore, 
the various places and women he became acquainted with 
at that time are memories which in his mind paralleled 
Moses* preparation of the armies of the children of 
Israel:
16S. BuenAhaw, ed., op. cit., p. 138.
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.noVaa "idx naan nnbn nrrn 
."aVoTirn'-p^ D'Kn Vunnn m-T• t s  * * • : - • ▼  : - " ▼ •
.liDxari nhc^ nn nm* ▼ - v ▼ • • : * “ t • »( 7vpn )
And Ple.lvina £siom Ra<ULat in Plaida,
Dina -jl/iom the. Ida lo-{jago/> lav (Lo/ide.si.
And ilia /.nom dke. Lowlands in dk& No/idh.
( P'Io a & a  )
When Gilboa weaves the ancient collective Moses 
myth into his own personal life story, he is intertwining 
contrasting elements. Not only in this regard does he 
introduce contrast into the poem Moses. Another instance 
of this feature is in the contrast between the mood 
in the beginning of the poem and at the end of it. The 
poem starts out by expressing the childish pride of a 
boy who feels that he is readying himself, just as did 
Moses and the children of Israel, for ascent to the 
Holy Land. Here we see the poet in a period of naive 
idealism. Full of exaltation, he identifies so strongly 
with the two-dimensional homecoming, that of Moses in days 
of old and of himself in modern times, that the gap in 
time is closed, and there is no difference in importance 
between the poet and Moses. On the contrary, he even gives 
instructions to the great Moses ("I went up to Moses and 
said to him:/Place the armies thus and thus"). The poet’s 
enthusiasm and idealism reflect a concept typical to 
a young adolescent boy: the interconnection of honor 
and self-respect with the erotic experience. Anything 
he tells Moses to do, Moses does ("He looked at me/
And placed them as I told him to"). The glory 
shed on him for his role as advisor to Moses is
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expressed instantly, immediately, in a truly automatic 
way, in the raising of his stocks in the eyes of the 
girls.
At the end of the poem there is a strong contrast 
in mood. The innocent boy who went to Palestine in 
1937 became a soldier who went through all the horrors 
of the front in World War II, in Africa and Europe.
He now knows what he did not know before. Glory has 
a very high price! Suddenly he is sure that all the 
charming girls from his childhood and youth (all these 
girls, accumulated in his memory, in the final analysis, 
in one collective girl) are either no longer alive, or 
no longer alive in his memory. Some of them, as perhaps 
Sara or the long-legged girl from the girl-workers’ 
farm, could have been murdered by the Nazis amongst the 
six million in Europe. It could be that the girls like 
Melvina from Malta, Dina from the Italo-Yugoslav border 
and Ria from the Netherlands were simply wiped out from 
his memory. But, not only the girls have vanished.
That is, not only the reason and motivation for the 
glory have disappeared, but the innocent and idealistic 
exaltation associated with immigration to Israel is no 
more :
nc>b *?x 'inn!? ixa nxii 
niiDjn ^-nn inrhnV 
nxnsh 'V *rinm: • s • • : t :
rpna "itfx it 
— mis« nnnn
t : r
.narx
( )
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And ve./iy p/ioud, 1 hu/in.ie.d to  floAeA
lo  ¿how him the  / l ight wag
bihen ¿addenig i t  became ctea/i to  me
7hat òhe who w i th in  mg name.
là caeved and e i g h t i g  ( j i i / im ly )  emplaced
biaò not  Cpee^ent j  .
( floAe/) )
In his younger days, the poet thought worthwhile 
the participation in the historic mission of emulation 
of the biblical Moses, who arrayed the armies for entry 
to the land of Canaan. After seeing blood and suffering, 
the awful price of glory, the same poet is tired, and 
no longer wishes to participate in his historic 
responsibility as exemplified by Moses who led the nation 
to the Promised Land. He who in his younger days wanted 
to be a man, in his maturity wants to be a small boy.
The weariness expressed in the last stanza of Moses is 
not only a physical tiredness, but is a tiring of the 
big national ideals, Zionism and humanitarianism 
(socialism) —  a tiredness that is typical of the whole 
generation of modern Israeli poets from the beginning 
of the fifties. This trend begins with Gilboa and is 
continued, as I shall show in the forthcoming chapters, 
with the poets who came after him: Amichai, Zach and 
others. In the last stanza of Moses, Gilboa, with 
excessive artistry, retreats from his own modern life 
story to the biblical background. He says to Moses:
•nyn nx nmn nco
t  t  v  ** : "  t •
l i s ;  n s i - n  <n ^ l
.-1572 "lii? "2X
( rwa )
LIoaca H oaca lead the people..
Look, 1 am ao t ired and 1 wiAh to Aleep Aome more 
I am Atilt a koy.
In almost exactly the same words, the prophet Jeremiah 
tells God that he does not want to be a prophet, that 
he resigns from this glory, since he is still a boy:
( 1 - 6  N* n - O T  )
1 he wordA o/ jer.emiah the Aon o{. hilkiah, oj the 
prieAtA that were in Anathoth in the land oj. 
Benjamin: 7o whom the word o-fL the Lord came in 
the dayA o/ joAiah the Aon o/ Amon king o/ judah, 
in the thirteenth year o/ hiA reign. It came 
alAo in the dayA o/ jeho iakim the Aon oj. joAiah 
king o/ judah, unto the end o/ the eleventh year 
o£ Zedekiah the Aon o£ joAiah king oj judah, unto 
the carry ing away o/ jeruAalem capt ive in the -fLiJLth 
month. 7hen the word o£ the Lord came unto me,
Aaying, Before l formed thee in the kelly 1 knew 
thee: and keJLore thou cameAt £orth out oJL the womk 
1 Aanct i-lied thee, and I ordained theei a prophet 
unto the nationA. then Aaid 7, Ah, Lord Qodl 
kehold, I cannot Apeak: ¿or 1 am a child.
( hloAeA )
(jer. 1:1-6)
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War of Independence
poe t s of the fift ie
the mo st outstand in
As far as age
the re is not much d
Ami cha i. Amichai »
Army» and both retu
the first time in h
Jerusa lem, and the
fro m W orld War II d
How ever, from the 1
beg ins a new peri od
new ideals, but aIs
Hebrew language is
and hi s treatment 0
in the great use he
sarcasm in confront
, , . 2 modern times.
Ch.apte.fi 7 h/iee
idges the poets of the so-called
and poets of the 194-8-9 Israeli
with the Young Generation of
s, of whom Yehuda Amichai is 
1g-
and life story are concerned, 
ifference between Gilboa and
too , wa s a soldie r in the British
rned to I srael twic3e -- Am ichai,
is childh ood, fro m Germany to
sec ond time when he3 return ed
ire ctly to the war of »18 .
ite rary P oint of viL e w , Ami chai
, not only in his e3xpressi on of
o insofar as his use of the 
much less sacral and solemn, 
f biblical themes differs, especially 
makes of the elements of irony and 
ation of Old Testament and our
1"Palmach" meanA the a t/iiking Jio/ice o /  the Kaganah, 
the HewiAh A el-/?.-defence organization eAtalliAhed 
in PaleAtine, eApecially againAt Aral attac/cA 
during the B/iit iAh Mandate.
I1 he moAt ep ic-making ex.am.pie o /  Amichai' A Aimple 
language and Akeptical, peAA imiAtic ideaAt cla 
compared with thoAe o /  the poetA o-fL the Palmach 
(generation and hJar o /  Independence, iA contained 
in the -following lineA t-^om hiA well-known poem 
A Qod Tull o/ Menem
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Just as Gilboa, in his poem Moses, opens as it 
were a window from his own private life onto the biblical 
story (an allusion to the young Jeremiah who did not 
want to be a prophet and tried to escape historic 
responsibility), so, in Amichai's poem An Initiation 
of a Prophet in an Army Camp (henceforth, An Initiation), 
we find a similar phenomenon. The poet describes 
himself in the role of a young soldier in an army camp, 
shaving, before the sounding of morning roll-call.
As reminiscences from the poet’s younger days, this 
could have been a beautiful poem in itself. But, in 
much the same manner as did Gilboa in the poems Isaac 
and Moses, Amichai intertwines the collective national 
past with his own private present, and, at this stage, 
as exemplified in An Initiation, we see his reverence 
for the past without evidence of antagonism or irony.
In the poem Moses, Gilboa analogizes that the 
historic Moses who prepared the nation for ascent
A Qod -{Lull 0/ mency,
I{ not {on the. QodL {ull o{ mency 
7hene would le mency in the. wonld and not 
only in dim.
I, who have, picked {lowenA on mountainA 
And gazed down at valley A ,
1, who (Lnought conpAeA {nom the, hilla ,
Am guali-fLie.d to Aay that the wonld i-6 devoid 
0/ me/icy.
1, who us>e only a ¿mall pant 
0/ the wondA in the lezieon.
1 he de(Lnew oniginal iA in Amichai' A Shinim 794 8- 7 96 1. 
lei Aviv, 1977, pp. 69-70.
uto the Holy Land was like the young Gilboa who prepared 
himself for immigration to Palestine. Amichai, in 
An Initiation, uses a similar analogism: he infers 
that just as the prophets of old were set apart from 
ordinary people in that God had given them a special 
vision and perception of all that was round about 
them, thus, poets in our modern times differ from 
other people. God (or inspiration) has instilled in 
the modern day poet, instead of the spirit of prophecy, 
the gift of poesy, the art of composing poems, which 
is also a sort of special type of vision and perception 
of the world round about:
pimn d-ss nm xin m 
,^ *V7p ino ,v*i3n hx 
. . .  .run Vhj “lix'i
( ’«ait runraa x’aiV ntf-rpn)
tie to o  netu/ined t i k e  waten /tom -fLcui o-fL-fL 
Jo k i t  c.om/iade.A, ti/Le.d, as> -fL/iorn a-fLa/i,
And tie, had ¿een  a g/ieat t i g h t .  . . .
( An I n i t i a t i o n )
Just as in the Old Testament details of the 
everyday world take on solemn meanings, now, details 
of the modern world surrounding the young soldier all 
of a sudden protrude in a surrealistic manner, that is, 
with "background," multi-layered, and have solemn 
meanings. Thus, the blast of the bugle is changed 
into its biblical equivalent —  the blast of the 
trumpet: changed from a simple trivial thing to a
 ^l (Lid. , /?» 7 3 .
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symbol of calling by God (or inspiration), to a call 
to prepare oneself for the role of a modern prophet, 
that is, to be a poet:
.nanxa iJ’sp nx 
,rnrrEo rm
rnsisqn rsrpn Vip nx 
.nibc> x5ni rrn no po 
( ’ x d2 runon x^ :1? ntt-'npjn ^
tie w/tap ped h i*  kni-fLe with, ¿o v e .
tie dstled tiiA /ace, he tieasid, aA Aupe/i-tiuoaA,
1 tie Aound o/ th e  HiaAt o/ th e  Hag ie
At, a t i  e v e n t a tie ioaA steady and -fLaii o-fL p e a e e .
( An I n i t i a t i o n )
In the light of the above comparison to Gilboa, 
there is not much by way of innovation in Amichaifs 
attitudes —  that is, going by the poem An Initiation. 
The real innovation begins when Amichai introduces 
an ironical and sarcastic element in the course of 
confronting the high-sounding promises of world peace 
in the Old Testament with the brutal reality of 
unceasing war in the modern period. It is possible 
to clearly see Amichai's innovation by comparing the 
words of the prophets Isaiah and Micah concerning the 
"end of days," the final period of history from the 
prophetical viewpoint, and a poem, typical of Amichai, 
called A Sort of End of Days (henceforth, End of Days).
Amichai*s poem End of Days paraphrases several 
biblical verses, especially verses 1-4-» chapter four, 
of the Book of Micah. These verses from the Book of 
Micah are in themselves reminiscent of the Book of
Isaiah :
¿6
“ afr ni
nmni c; '
H-llJT1 L_i1 u*v:nnnbnit t : • "111?w
; b r n
tt i a 4'u * l* — i
CSj
( 4  2 H W )
/J/2 g/ /¿£ Ahadd judge, among the nationa , and Ahadd 
decide among many peopdeA: and they Atiadd deat
theie AiooedA into p doioAhaeeA, and theie ApeaeA 
into peun ing-hookA : nation Atiadd not dijt up
A loo ed againAt nation, neith.ee Ahadd they deaen 
toae any moee.
(1a , 2:4)
sxnp p ; nyr-jn-z nn nn; dtoi rnnxp i n;m 
stray r^y nil-;:?: snn c4r;n 
n '5 - l ?{(n r r , . v - n - ^ K  ,- 6 r j i  i « * ?  r .C N i c - i i
 ^ * T • • j*. .i. j J : i t : • -
]r:>,2 "2 r r ,n i N 2  n p b n  r i i i n  i n n  2 p y  
□ n i  crcpy ] ' z  e p tfj j c ^ t o  n ;n ; n z n *  n i i n  
^ T ^ p  c n n p n n  '""21 p in "  iy  D7?2i? c ia p  n 'D irn  
~**1 -in nnbx ia ifer.-** niiVp*? Wnn’nm 
in :N n  - n n i  i:pa n n n  s \n  i z p n  m p n p p  n ip  j n p ^  
: n ; n  n i i a s  n y r  - s - s  n n n n V ^ iV. T . j r  . * • A* -: I- I J-* :
( 1 - 4 “1 HD-o)
But in the daAt dayA it Ahadd come to paAA, that 
the mountain oj the houAe oj the Loed Ahadd de 
eAtaddiAhed in the top oj the mountainA, and it 
Ahadd de CKadted adove the hiddA ;  and peopdeA 
Ahadd jdoio unto it. And many nationA Ahadd come, 
and Aay, Come, and det ua go up to the mountain 
oj the Loed, and to the houAe oj the Qod oj 
jaeod; and he loidd teach ua oj hiA loayA, and we 
widd loadk in hiA pathAi joe the daio Ahadd go 
joeth oj Zion, and the woed oj the Loed jeom 
jeeuAadem, And he Ahadd judge among many peopdeA, 
and eeduke Ateong nationA ajae ojj ; and they 
Ahadd deat theie AiooedA into pdoio-AhaeeA, and 
theie ApeaeA into peun ing-hoo/cA: nation Ahadd 
not dijt up a Aiooed againAt nation, neithee Ahadd 
they deaen wae any moee. And they Ahadd Ait 
eveey man undee hiA vine and undee hiA jig-teee ; 
and none Ahadd make them ajeaid: joe the mouth 
oj the Loed oj hoAtA hath Apoken it,
ffUc. 4:7-4)
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Amichai's modernistic handling of the biblical 
raw material differs greatly from Gilboa's treatment 
of those biblical verses upon which Gilboa based 
his poems. Both deliberately intertwine the biblical 
with the modern time dimension. But, Gilboa had 
none of Amichai's pronounced use of irony and 
sarcasm.
The substance of Amichai's irony is his bitter 
disappointment in regard to the prophetical pacifistic 
promises in the Old Testament, which sound so glorious, 
but have not eventuated, and do not seem likely to 
do so in the poet's times. The poet's irony takes 
shape in the parodization of otherwise pompous 
sounding biblical prophecy. That is, he converts 
what sounds solemn and sacral in the Old Testament 
into caricature, by means of satirical understatement.
Thus, the words of the prophet Micah, "And they 
shall sit every man under his vine and under his 
fig-tree; and none shall make them afraid... ," afford 
Amichai, in the first stanza of the poem End of Days, 
a chance to paraphrase in such a way that Micah's 
bombastic sentence takes on a ludicrously modernistic 
connotation. In his poem, Micah's words, H and none
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sha11 ma ke them afra.id ... ," do not reflect the outcome
of the fact that people are sitting under grape -vines
and others under f ig-trees, whi ch fact, Amichai goes
on to show, is not a guarantee against fear of war .
In his time s, the poet says , the man under the fig-tree
and the man under the grape -vine could just as well
represent a military picture of two liaison officers 
from their respective army units, sitting by the border 
and communicating important military information to 
each other:
:i3M nnn ctn*? ]d5d irnxn nnrt cpxn 
.KinV D'ViVy shnrn on nVVn„
.trxn nx atrn nio crVyn rx rnr 
."pin rrm .nrran crm5 x~ip
i ,-  ( d ’ »»n j v - m s  p y n ;
The man unden. hip / ig-tn.ee phoned the man unden. 
hip gnape-v ine:
"Tonight they an.e Punely likely to come,
A/imoun. the leaveP phut the t/iee Dell,
Call the dead home, and He /leady.
(£nd o /  DaypJ
"They" means the enemy. And, the fact that even the 
classic symbols of peace, the fig-tree and the grape­
vine, need to be armoured like a tank or military post,
proves that nothing can escape the reality of war, not
5even in surrealistic terms.
 ^l(Lid, , p, 7 0,
t.ig-tA.ee” ip a Cikl ica l 
CJL/i. Hie. 4:4: Z.eeh,
= 11 kingp 18:37,
To "pit unden. one* P vine and 
idiom JLon. 'peaceful timep' , 
3:70; 1 Tiingp 5 : 5 ;  Ip , 36:76
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In the first stanza, Amichai intertwines not 
only the ancient time of Isaiah and Micah with his 
own modern period, but, in the words "call the dead 
home, and be ready," he intertwines two semi-times, 
both of which are contained within the poet’s times. 
One semi-time is of the soldiers present on the 
border far from their homes, but alive. The other 
semi-time is when the soldiers return home, but dead.
Amichai's sarcastic parody takes on phantasmagoric 
shape, as if the poet were a modern prophet who had
already seen in the live soldiers on the border, the
dead ones of the morrow, who would return home to the
graveyard.
Amichai's satire expands in the next stanza,
wherein he parodizes Old Testament imagery for
something of least likelihood, the co-existence of 
wolf and lamb, "The wolf also shall dwell with the 
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid... 
(Is. 11:6), as follows:
- t I t t -  v v -
:3NÍ3 "371 D'yiD DIN U3,,
• • : * t r :
.pip rrtinp 'T1? w?!
."pi’ risn ,WT3 nK3n rmc3
^ D ' i p ’ n  r r n n K  T V ? )
1 tie. lokite ¿keep ¿aid to  tke  h)ol-t>
" P eo p ¿e a/ie d i e a t in g  and my kea/it ka/lt¿:
7key l o i i i  come to  dayonet d a t t i e ¿  tke/ie.
By next  meeting  detioeen u¿, tk e  matte/i w i l l  
kave deen dec ided
( tnd o t  ^ay¿ )
That is, Amichai submits that the co-existence of 
wolf and lamb is far more likely than the peaceful
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co-existence of human beings, who are after all of 
the same species.
Yet another satirical effect is achieved when, 
at the linguistic level, the poet contrasts the classic 
biblical style with the modern bureaucratic Hebrew of 
the line, "By next meeting... the matter will have been 
decided." This line not only creates a mix of linguistic 
styles from one line of the poem to the next, which 
underlines the multi-layeredness of the poem, but also 
contrasts with the biblical verse to which it alludes, 
"And he shall judge among the nations, and shall decide 
among many peoples" (Is. 2:1). That is, Amichai 
deliberately confronts the fervent and lofty biblical 
style and its grave prophetical content with the cold 
and dry bureaucratic Hebrew in context of a poem with a 
modern almost cynical content, and thus creates a 
satirical effect.
In his next lines, Amichai puns on the association 
of the name "United Nations" (U.N.), whereby protruding 
as a sort of caricature are Micah's prophetic verses, 
"...and peoples shall flow unto it. And many nations 
shall come, and say, Come, and let us go up to the 
mountain of the Lord, and to the house of the God of 
Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will 
walk in his paths: for the law shall go forth of Zion, 
and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem" (Mic. 4-: 1 ) •
D'VtfwV nnr (Dnnxon) crhn Vs• - t • t • * t \:
.o w a i ,min nxsr dn nix-)1?• - 1 ~ T T : T ■
t s k  itfssn rvrn• t t : - i ■n
.3'30a D'nnD wpV?
( D 'ivn m n «  )
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Att the nationa (the united ones>) witt ¿tow to 
JenuAatem
7o Aee it Jonah hat come to nth, and meantime, 
Since it i.A now a pn.ing
Çathen. t^-OwenA tn.om nound atout. ,
(Lnd ot UayA)
Amichai*s irony gets its most sarcastic punchline
at the end of the poem when he gives a literal
interpretation, vulgar on purpose, to the very famous
and pacifistic verse in the Old Testament, "...and
they shall beat their swords into plow-shares {"spades
for gardeningj, and their spears into pruning-hooks
n^shears for gardeningj..." (Mic. 1:3). His last
In the above iineA ot Amichai' A poem, thene iA 
an echo ot veny concrete zieatity. yehuda Amichai, 
being a HesiuAa ¿em ite, iA well acquainted with the 
daiiy iite- ot 2-e.n.uAa ¿em. In the t^ti-icA, United 
NationA obAe/ivesiA wen.e AuppoAed to keep the peace 
between divided 7J.en.uAa tern, CaAt tJe/iuAatem unden.
JJo/idanian admin iAt/iat ion and the New City in the 
State ot lA/iaet. Aa ide tn-om the obviouA connotation 
ot the tine "Qathen. tbowe/iA nound about,” meaning 
that the United NationA iA inettectuat and a me/ie 
deconat ion in the event ot an out dun. At ot ttgh-ting, 
by compa/iing Cnd ot UayA with another ot Amichai* A 
poemA, 7 he U,N. Command, Ue/iuAa tern, it iA poAAibte 
to tanthen. unden.Atand what he wantA to Aay. 7he
tottowing t/ianAtation iA tn-om D. Silk, ed. ,
7ounteen lA/iaeti PoetA, London and Jet Aviv: And/ie 
deutAch Ltd. and 7he InAtitute ton. the 7nanA tat ion 
ot heb/iew Litenatune Ltd. , 1 976, p. 19. (7 he
on. ig ina t iA in Amichai, op. cit. , p. 16.)
And thei/i d ip tomat ica t ty - immune chautt^a/iA 
wait betow, tike Atatted hon.AeA,
And the t/ieeA which Ahade them an.e nooted 
in no-man* a tand,
And the detuAionA a/ie chitdnen who went out 
to the ti-O-td to pick cyctamenA 
And do not zietuen.
Uhene they Atay a day o/i two 
And neAt. . .
And taten. Aait away.
$2
two lines finish the poem on a sarcastic note, telling 
us that perhaps because of so much beating and sharpening, 
the iron of contention in the world will grind itself 
to a halt ("end") and there will be no more war:
m n b  m o i D i  m & t o b  m n  i n r o i
» r i  » - ! “  t -  i -  i v r  i • »
• * p n 'b ?  n b'b n  irin i 
,n 3 “in n im tfm  D Y n n s »  -bix-  | -  T I *  l
.h Vd ’  obii?3 a n n  b n a
T : • T T * T T I -
( n'n*n m r iK  r ? n  )
7 nom 1 tie. U, N, Command, Iz /iuaci ¿e.m, a poem ent inely 
on the ¿ukject o/ the United Nations, we u.nde/u>tand 
that ttie United Nationa not only pick JLlowe/iA in 
the ¿enpe that ttiey paAA thein time ineHectually, 
kilt whilst ttiey -6 it ¿haded and immune, thei/i 
delations ¿end ¿oldie/l¿ who ane yet children, the 
"¡lowen” o¡ youth, into the ¡ield to die -¡Lighting.
1Amichai o¡ten make¿ u.6e o¡ thi¿ device o¡ litenal 
intenpnetation o¡ the Old 1 e¿tament and o¡ othen 
cla¿¿ical text¿ a¿ well. By thi¿ mean¿, ¿cniptunal 
ven¿e¿ appean in can icatu/ie. A well-known example 
i¿ the vulgan and litenal intenpnetation he give¿ 
to the wo/ld¿ o¡ the Q.ewi¿h devotional epithet in 
the ph/la¿e ”Qod ¡ull o¡ mency," when he ¿ay¿:
A Qod ¡ull o¡ me/icy, 
l¡ not ¡on the Qod ¡ull o¡ mency 
7hene would ke mency in the wonld and not 
only in him.
(A Qod Tull ot Flency)
Anothen example i¿ when Amichai make¿ a laughing- 
¿tock d  the tnaditional expne¿¿ion "the hand o¡ 
Qod.” he ¿ay¿:
1 he hand o¡ Qod i¿ in the wonld 
Q.u¿t a¿ my mothen'^ hand i¿ in ¿laughtened 
chicken¿■ in¿ide¿
On Sakkath &ve.
(The hand ot Qod i¿ in the Uonld)
The akove guotat ion¿ ane ¡nom Amichai, op. cit. , 
pp. 69 and 65 ne¿pectively.
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And Eeat Awocd into p/iun ing-hook and p/iuning- 
hoo/c into Awocd
And ao on and ao £octh, again without /ie,Apite.
PechapA / / l o w  Seating and much Ahacpening,
1 he, icon 0/ contention in the wocld witt end .
(End 0/ dauA)
Another especially typical example of Amichai's 
modernistic use of the ancient biblical frame is the 
four poem cycle called King Saul and I. In King Saul and I, 
as did Gilboa in the poems Isaac, Moses and Joshua's 
Face, Amichai in his role as modern poet, deliberately, 
intertwines the ancient biblical time dimension with 
his own modern times, and also the objective, impersonal 
quality of the biblical narrative with his own subjective 
personal life story. With Gilboa, the modern content 
comes upon us unforewarned, a surprise, since the title 
has no such implication. However, in Amichai's 
King Saul and I, it is immediately obvious from the 
heading of this cycle of poems that we are not about to 
read a mere repetition of the ancient epic, but rather 
a comparison between King Saul of the Old Testament and 
the present day poet, Amichai.
In the Old Testament, as well as in Amichai's 
cycle of poems, it is clear that King Saul was exceedingly 
unfortunate and altogether a very tragic figure.
Therefore, the difference between Saul and the poet is 
not to be understood as a disparity between an exuberant 
king and a pathetic or tragic poet. Rather, there is a 
much less transparent difference between the king and 
the "I" of Amichai's verses —  a difference of two
kinds of tragism. The nature of the tragic element 
in Saul's story as compared to the poet's school of 
tragedy is paralleled by the description of Anton 
Chekhov, the great Russian author, of the difference 
between tragism in classical literature (Greek) and 
the tragism of the heroes in his own writings.
Chekhov says: the heroes of ancient works, such as 
Prometheus, Antigone, Medea and so on, are involved 
in all kinds of trials and ordeals; whereas to 
Chekhov's own heroes nothing ever happens, and this 
nothingness is the tragedy of their existence and 
the source of their misfortune.
Prometheus, Antigone and Medea are not fortunate. 
On the contrary, they suffer greatly. However, they 
suffer for the sake of an ideal, an aim in life, be 
it positive or negative: Prometheus suffered for the 
sake of the ideal of bringing fire to mankind;
Antigone suffered for the ideal of giving an honorable 
burial to her dead brother, placing the value of 
family loyalty higher than political loyalty; and, 
Medea labored for the sake of revenge, which, although 
perhaps a negative goal, nonetheless gave consuming 
content to her life. In contrast, Chekhov's heroes 
suffer because nothing important ever happens to 
them, and no ideal or strong instinct urges them 
towards a fateful decision. They fritter away their 
lives without having made any decisions, without any 
ideals, and even without having experienced a strong
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urge. Perhaps Antigone was a fanatic and Medea 
possessed by a negative instinct when she avenged 
herself through killing her own two children. However, 
we must admit that at any rate these classic heroes and 
heroines were not anaemic. They had great strength, 
whether positive or negative. Chekhov's heroes, in 
contrast, do not do anything either positive or 
negative, are old when young and too tired for this 
world before they have lifted a finger.
The difference between the ancient Greek classical 
heroes and Chekhov's own heroes seems to describe the 
nature of the difference between Saul, the king, and 
the poet in Amichai's King Saul and I.
King Saul and I is to a great extent a paraphrase of 
three divergent biblical accounts of the anointing of
oSaul as the first king of Israel. In these chapters 
of the Book of Samuel, Saul is described as being 
head and shoulders above all the children of Israel 
in strength and valor, and, as having in a rage hewed 
to pieces a yoke of oxen, when the spirit of God was 
upon him:
nia ^"¡cr "jz v nr, -vina . . .AV * j C* ▼ : • r : • /  I /• : ▼ j t
iDirn^ rc rna rfes?ai toDu
I T T  T • * ( . !  T : -  T J ! • •
(2  & N K^IJDIP)
. . . a  c h o ic e  young man, and g o o d ly : and ttiene wa* 
not among th e  chlld/ien  o£ l^ /ia el  a g o o d lle n  pennon 
than h e : -fl/iom hl/> ¿hou lden.4 and upioa/id tie ioa-6 
tiigtie/i than any oJL ttie p e o p l e .
(1 Sam. 9 : 2 )
1 Samuel 9 : 1 - 7 0 ;  7 0 : 1 7 - 2 7 ;  11.
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( 23
^ 2 2  i i — J  L _ » » M ¡Tli i*r
■• x b x w )
22:11 c*jr: *11^1 *211
:nbi?m iE23a
And. tdey nan and jLetcded dim tdence: and whan da
Atood among tde people, de waA digden. tdan any o£ 
tde people -¡Lnom diA AdouldenA and upwand.
(1 Sam. 10:23)
Eri2i m x  vjz'oz b'kz-bi' □Tfra-mi nb*rr>
nnnn 162 122 rtpi :ix2 isx ini n^xi
(6,7 x" x 6x122?)
And tde. ApLn.it o/ Qod came upon Saul wden de deand 
tdoAe tidingA, and diA angen. ioaA kindled gneatly.
And de took a yoke of. ox.en and dewed tdem in pieceA...
(I Sam. 11:6,7)
In all three traditions, Saul had never presupposed 
that he would be king. His very name means ’asked’, 
and he is described as chosen (bahur) and as a prince 
(nagid). According to the first tradition, he was 
chosen king through an incident which began very 
simply. His father Kish had lost some she-asses, 
and sent Saul to find them. Saul and his servant 
searched far and wide and eventually arrived at the 
city where the prophet and judge Samuel was. To 
Saul’s amazement, Samuel told him that he had found 
not only the she-asses, but a kingdom as well.
This story is so well-known in the Jewish tradition 
that up to this day, when one wants to say that 
somebody did not intend to reach great heights but 
nonetheless did, one compares him to Saul, the king 
in the Old Testament, and says metaphorically that 
”he went to search for she-asses and found a kingdom.”
Amicbai, taking poetic licence, seems to ignore
the fact that Saul had never intended to become king. 
In the first line of the first poem of the cycle 
King Saul and I, the poet says almost the opposite. 
Using very colloquial Hebrew, the poet describes Saul 
as if he were greedy, a man who takes more than is 
given him:
,-rn Vd nx npVi ynsx ih un:
I hey gave, him a t-ingen arid tie. took, the who ¿e hand,
(king Saul and 1)
In contradistinction to the king, who took more than 
they gave him, the poet shows how he, Amichai, is 
weak, lacking ambition and anaemic:
.rni ihpx yinph xbi t ,l? un:
They gave me a hand and 1 did not take even the 
iittte -tingen.
(king Saul and I)
Amichai continues with the comparison and further 
emphasizes the difference between the king and the 
"I":
,D'3iPxn m©n nnnn? ]oxnn ^  nsn 
.□'"lip nsrppa xin pixnn
.nan niDup vn 'ppi mp-pi 
. ®*in pupa d'et»? moVnptppq mp-pp
Prnn -nx rrn xm
T “  • T T T
.D'PpPan r-na nx •'Ppap
( s-*-
9Amichai, op. cit., p . 110.
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UhitAt my hea/it t /iained (Lifting -fLL/iAt emotionA,
He tr a in e d  in /lending HuiiA.
1 tie pu¿¿at  in g o /  my putAe waA aA d/iopA £/iom a tap.
1 tie putAating o-ft h La pu ¿Ae a.A hammering o-fL tiamme/iA 
in a new Huiiding.
He waA my big H/iothen.
1 got ti La uAed ctothe.A. * ()
( King Saut and 1 )
The last two lines of the first poem, "He was ray big 
brother/l got his used clothes," can be better understood 
by referring to similar imagery in other poems by 
Amichai, as for example Instructions to the Waitress:
ninV'ini nioian nx nnin 5x 
'pqan 5k .]n5tfn p 
:»*!»*'? »naan p Brian nx 
.mn cViya us5 rn
• “  ▼  T -  T I T
•">nx d*tk 'Vna vntf a:5yi niip ux
.!5*k ntfx Kp 'nainx 
.niaiVna iraoa 'V5
“  ▼  \  i  *  "
» *  * ............ .. ...................................../  ' *
D'anx# nns?n '¿wa
i t  T •
101 tie pti/iaAe ” . . .  t i l t i n g  -{LL/iAt emotionA” la a 
eompa/iLAon to  ttie H a t i n g  o /  weightA, which 
image can He unde/iAtood -fL/iom Amictia i f A poem 
A Qod Tui i  oZ fte/icy:
I....................................
UtioAe kea/it tiaA t i n t e d  w eight a o/  pain 
In th e  aweAome matcheA.
Ihe o / i iginat  HeH/iew iA in Amichai,  op. c i t . .
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'-pnin 5k ,p5 
•]nVrn ja 
:5nX '3
.rvtn oVisa ';d9 vn 
1 1 ( rvnsVn’? nnnin)
Z)o r t o i  clean the glaAAeA and the plateA 
7nom the. taHle. Do not wipe.
1 tie ¿tain fnom the cloth! Betten, that I know:
1 heg lived in thia wonld Hefone me.
I Hay AhoeA that wene on the -fleet of another man.
fly love iA a mannied woman, 
fly night uAed in dneamA.
In the many inA of my Hook. nemankA that othenA 
noted down.
Ihenefone, do not clean
1 he taHle.
Betten, that I know:
1 hey lived in thiA wonld Hefone me.
( I nAt/iuct ionA to the UaitneAA)
Judging by this poem, one might think that the poet 
is glad that there were always people before him, and 
that all he has, the table in the coffee-house, the 
woman, the book, the clothes and the shoes, is used. 
However, a look further afield reveals that the poet's 
attitude is ambivalent. In essence, he is not always 
glad that there were people before him, since he lives 
in Jerusalem, a city with an historic past that weighs 
heavily on the people who live in it at present. In 
his poem The Roads are New, Amichai says about 
Jerusalem:
11Amichai, op. cit., pp. 195-6.
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crhyj .Dtf-rrt D-cnaan
• -  t  * t - j  • * : “
na'hnn 1« ,Vinnx pi rp: 
.nwT? noaiyj np/ny «'1 
7 <? ( a-pTn □ 'i^'apn)
Ike eoadA aee new, AkoeA
Bought onig geAtendag, tut the wag
It ¿a o ¿d and paAAeA into inheritance.
(Ike Road a are New)
In the twenty-second poem of the cycle of poems.
Songs of the Landmark Jerusalem, Amichai describes 
the difficulty of living a modern life in an ancient 
city with as much history as Jerusalem:
rrrn iaa xin anna anxhi 
niiah ¡rucr Tya by
rn naatf niaipaa ai»
.way h» nxi haai uxaa rn-p
< 13 ( a^c/iv yiK )
And t o  ¿ o v e  anew ¿A ¿ i k e  a p e o t i e m
Toe aeckitectA in an oíd eitg: to tuiid
A g a i n  in piaeeA w h e r e  a i r e a d g  w e r e
Ukat Aeem aA £rom then, and get are o£ now.
(Song A o-l the Landmark leruAaiem)
In the twenty-eighth poem from the same cycle of poems
about Jerusalem, he says:
?]nhtfn nx iio xh -a 
□'X'a: ají oirasai Doha 
]nhtn D'htfvv by nr3pa ynivtf
d ^ p i v  n  n x  »p )
n
13
A m i c k a i , op ,  c i t . , p.  2 1 2 ,
/
Id. , ñeakore Hoi  Ze ff iAtater ÜAer Qadot, ^.eruAatem and 
l e i  A v i v ,  1 9 7 4 ,  p ,  18 .
1 4
I t  i d .  , p . 2 1 .
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Uko hap not ¿aid. the. table,?
KingP and commande/ip and even p/iopketp 
Uko played blocks on ¿e/iupalem the table 
(SonaP o-l tke Landmark de/iupalem)
Therefore, the poet finds it not only a pleasant fact
that he lives in a city full of historical memories,
an old city which many generations used before him,
just as people before him, metaphorically speaking,
used his clothes, his shoes, his book and even the woman
he loves. In the instance of historical memories deriving
from the Old Testament, this fact is oppressive. Just
as Chekhov's heroes are weak, anaemic and tired in
comparison with the heroes of classic Greek tragedy,
so Amichai seems to himself small, weak, tired and
anaemic next to a tragic hero like King Saul.
In the last lines of the first poem of the cycle
King Saul and I, "He was my big brother/l got his used
clothes," when the poet says that Saul was his big
brother, we understand that he lives in the shadow of
his big brother, just as new roads in Jerusalem live
in the shadow of ponderous historical memories. When
he says that he got his used clothes from Saul, it is
clear that these clothes are grandiose traditional norms,
"clothes" too big for Amichai.
The poet develops this idea in the third poem of
the cycle, when we are told that although he now lives
in an Israel which is united with its history and united 
insofar as nationhood has been achieved, he, Amichai 
cannot cope:
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.rvirrfx rpnV xx; 
.'r.xxu ,irrp ,uxP 
7p*J / 1"7X xbl 
.'2 nvjyis ]H
( s:n] )
...he. went JLonth to look. -/Lon ¿he-as>AeA,
Uhich I, now, have / ound.
But 1 do not know how to cane -fLon them, 
they kick me.
(kina Saul and 1)
Again, in the last poem of this cycle, Amichai, on the 
same point, is even more outspoken:
.no •qVp xin 
mx UK
•** T T T * “I
( s?t” ^ ix a  )
f ie  ¿ 4  a d e a d  k i n g .
1 am a t i n e d  man.
(king Saui and I)
From this we understand that the king is not dead.
Rather he is alive, in a manner of speaking, and 
much more so than the poet. The unalive Amichai is 
not only tired from wars and hardships in a modern 
world, as is any other modern poet, but, he is also 
weary from the pathos and kudos associated with the 
fanatic and messianic absolute values of the Old 
Testament. This latter weariness is typical only to 
the modern Hebrew poet.
Like many modern Israeli poets, Amichai perpetually 
finds himself in a dilemma without solution. That is, 
he is unable to do without the biblical tradition, and, 
on the other hand, he is not able to live with it.
The reason for this dilemma is in the antithesis and 
imminent conflict between a secular Jew and a tradition
from which it is very hard to separate either culture 
or religion. A religious Jewish poet is not caught up 
in this conflict, as he accepts the biblical tradition 
as a religion, a culture and a way of life. Amichai, 
however, like many other modern Israeli poets, is not 
prepared to accept the categoric values of the Old 
Testament, although he is also not prepared to 
completely detach himself from the richness of this 
biblical tradition. Therefore, his poetry expresses 
constant confrontation of the biblical past and the 
secular present. Therefore, this disharmony and 
unceasing painful conflict finds expression in his 
poetry in more than one way: in elegy, sarcasm and
satire.
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Chapten Toun.
The group of poets who started publishing in the 
fifties are accordingly called the Generation of the 
Fifties. Obviously, not all the poets who are of this 
generation fall into the same age-group. Yehuda Amichai, 
for example, started publishing at a more mature age 
and is older than most of the other poets of his 
generation. In the categorization of poets, there is 
yet another discrepancy. The preceding generation, 
the "literary generation" of the forties, is usually 
referred to as the Palmach Generation. However,
Amichai, for example, who is not of the Palmach Generation, 
actually served in the Palmach during the Israeli War 
of Independence, and conversely, there are poets and 
writers of the Palmach Generation who were not in the 
Palmach, as for example Amir Gilboa, T. Carmi and so 
on. Perhaps for this reason, the Palmach Generation 
is also known under a more general name, the Generation 
in the Land. By this designation is meant the first 
generation of Hebrew writers and poets born in Israel, 
in the sense that it is the first native literary 
generation. The writer or poet himself may not have 
necessarily been born in Israel, but would have been
j
Du/iing the 19 48-9 b)cui o/ Independence, the -fLighte/u> 
o/ the Palmach ¿e/ived as> a unit in the 1 ¿/iaeli a/imy, 
Amichai reeved in the B/iiti^h A/imy du/iing Uoeld b)an. 11 
and ¿ulAeguent ly -fought in the It/iaeli b)a/i o/ 
Independence in the P almach.
6 $
educated in Israel from his youth, as distinguished
from the previous generations of Hebrew writers whose
2childhood and youth were spent in the Exile.
Natan Zach, both in age and literary outlook, is 
distinctly of the Generation of the Fifties. He is, 
in fact, one of the most important poets of his 
generation —  the generation pioneered by Yehuda Amichai. 
Neither Amichai nor Zach were born in Israel. However, 
both went to Israel as children and were educated in 
Israel, and consequently the Hebrew language is 
entirely natural to them. Zach's attitude to the 
language is even more secular, and under Amichai's 
influence, Zach in his poetry uses colloquial Hebrew 
expressions to an even greater extent.
Amichai imparted a new note to Hebrew poetry.
He did so by writing poetry, without having written 
any ex-literary expressions (critical works). Zach, 
on the other hand, has been from the start not only 
a poet, but also a critic. He attacks the Palmach 
Generation and even more sharply the generation of 
Leah Goldberg and Natan Alterman. The latter generation, 
the Generation of the Thirties, strongly influenced the 
Palmach Generation. Zach's attack is focussed in 
particular on Alterman, rather than on Avraham Shlonsky, 
who is older and the real pioneer of the Shlonsky-Alterman
2 £x ¿¿e." : i . e. . , cL ¿ a A p o / i a .
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critical school of thought. This could be because 
Alterman's poetry has always been more popular.
When he criticizes the Generation of the Forties 
(Gury, Gilboa, Carmi and so on), it is noteworthy 
that he does not attack Amir Gilboa. Gilboa links 
the poets of the generations of the forties and 
fifties and does not hark back to prior literary 
concepts, although the earlier poetry of Gilboa, 
influenced by Shlonsky and Alterman, would no doubt 
not be in accord with Zach's literary taste.
Gilboa's later poetry, being closer conceptually to 
the poetry of the fifties, would be in accord with 
Zach’s taste, remembering that Zach himself is an 
important exponent of the fifties. Zach’s whole 
generation, in fact, tends to relate sympathetically 
to Gilboa, seeing in him the pioneer of the new 
style to which Amichai first gave clear expression.
In his role as spokesman of the Young Generation 
of poets of the fifties, Zach sets out to destroy 
the old and make room for the new. He opposes the 
poetics of Shlonsky-Alterman and the Palmach Generation, 
arguing along the lines that the poetics of Shlonsky- 
Alterman and later of the Palmach Generation gave 
rise to poetry that is ornate and without substance; 
that overindulgence in sacral phraseology, virtuoso 
rhymes and uniform metre may produce a pleasant, 
colorful and musical atmosphere, but at the 
expense of true and exact content. He asserts, 
moreover, that poetics and poetry of the Shlonsky-
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Alterman brand are effectively an endeavor to seduce 
the ear and heart; that coquettish superficiality, a 
rococo effervescence, creates an impressive veneer, 
for which reason this poetry is popular, especially 
with young readers, and also greatly influenced the
poets of the Palmach Generat ion —  in particular,
Haim Gury. All in all, Zach recommends a new type
of poetics , simple, serious, forthright and virile,
producing poetry which does not seduce, but does
demand that the reader make an active effort.3
Zach, and Amichai before him, introduced
innovative techniques into Hebrew poetry. It is
intere sting to note , however , that Amichai* s
popularity in the fifties, both with his reader s
and other poets of the fifties, was much greater.
This could be due to Amichai ’s having used techniques
which, although greatly different from those of
Alterman, nonetheless produc ed very pleasing poetry.
In fact , Amichai * s great popularity in the fifties
was not founded on very different psycholog ical
elements from those on which Alterman*s popularity 
rested, one generation before. Despite the many 
differences between Alterman and Amichai, in language, 
rhyme, metrics and entire Weltanschauung, and although 
their sentimentalism is of a different order, both
, Natan  
ttam.ode.sin i t ,
Zactt, Zman Ve.siitmu.4 &ts>e.i Be./igAon Ve.ttaA ¿sia 
tto tA a a t A(Le,-(L, 7 9 6 6 ,
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are sentimental poets. Zach, on the other hand, seems 
to want to be to Hebrew poetry what Bertolt Brecht was 
to German poetry. His ideas find expression in his 
more colloquial language, in those of his poems which 
have no rhymes, and, by way of his own innovation, in 
lines which do not coincide with the end of sentences, 
and rhymes which are not at the end of lines. In short, 
he expresses himself in a new simple genre, deliberately 
unvirtuose, and in which are what he calls "grammatical 
rhymes."^
Let us take some lines of Alterman’s poetry as an 
example to demonstrate the kind of poetics to which 
Zach is opposed:
mf? rimnf pqn nrin *Tir ( i ) 
5 nniy ( 2 )
( 1 )7 he tune, you neglected, in vain yet netu/inA
(Z)And the way again opena [like an eye J to itt length.
The above lines are the first two lines of the.first
poem (which has no name) in Alterman's first book of
poetry. They are not only lines, but are also self-
contained sentences. The first line is a definitive
statement about "a tune," and the second a statement
about "a way." That is, each line is a graphic unit,
and, at the same time, a syntactical unit. The next
4
5
" Qziammat ica l /ifiymeA , " 
Natan Altenman, Si/iim
hel/iew hanuzim dik.duk.iyim.
Semikva/i, H.aki(L(Lutz fiameuchad,
l e i  A v iv ,  1971 , p, 7. 7hiz> volume is> a laten. c o l l e c t i o n  
o-fZ poem* which in c lu d e a Alte/iman* a JLinAt took  
kohavim Bahut/>, flahlanot LeAiJZ/iut, 7 e l  Av i v ,  1 938,
two lines of Alterman's poem provide an example of a 
feature which Zach condemns even more vehemently:
rarn rash ( 3 )
. r n N " * n i »  , t jV  l i i ?  (  4 )
( 3 ) A n d  a c io u d . in  tiis> h.e.ave.ns> and. a t / i z e .  in  h.iA  / t a i n ;s 
f  4 ) 1 a ¿ t i i i  w a i t i n g  ost y o u ,  0 Uayt-asie.si,
The third line of the poem is a graphic unit, but not
a syntactic unit, and the same description applies to
the fourth line of this the first stanza. In this
specific instance, Zach would criticize Alterman for
having interrupted the sentence with the word besamav
'in his heavens' and again with the word bigsamav 'in
his rains'. He holds that this sort of thing is done
arbitrarily in order to achieve a coquettish phonetic
and musical effect —  the effect achieved by the three
rhymes in the first stanza: lasav 'in vain'; besamav
'in his heavens'; bigsamav 'in his rains'.
As mentioned above, Zach's syntactic unit does 
not necessarily coincide with his graphic unit, and 
neither do his rhymes necessarily fall at the end of 
either his line or his sentence. As an example of 
this Zach's innovative technique, let us take a few 
lines from his poem I Always Want Eyes:
1 'i?'1? -ns> nrn’? nVu'b nsn  'irxi
trw  'IK .'n '2K *ra bn oVivn 
,rT irk X7 VnK Dnnx o"m b v  
'n 'jk Syj mn 'C'n rx jvx-ib
"L in e ."  -4u s ta ; " ¿ n n te .n c & "  m i/> p a t.6
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nispim nvix vp  rvoVnp "r inri 
nine , 'p iq  **n r« niriyi 
."-; ,l?3 mVpp .rii^apa .pa
And 1 do nod want even to He Hlind to the Heauty 0/
7 tie wonld whilAt yet l am a l ive. I can do without
Othen things Hut I cannot ¿ay enough
lo Aeeing thiA Heauty in which 1 l ive
And in which mu handA walk, tike AhipA and deviAe
And conduct mg lite with counage, and not leAA
1han thiA, with patience, patience without limit.
(1 AlwauA Uant tueA)
Not only in the placing of his rhymes is Zach different 
from the poets who preceded him. In complete contrast 
to Alterman, and Shlonsky too for that matter, Zach 
shows a predisposition for what is at best considered 
unvirtuose rhyme. Whereas Alterman was the "great 
magician of surprise rhymes," Zach prefers banal rhymes 
even to the point that his rhymes are so-called bad 
rhymes. In terms of technique, a rhyme is generally 
considered a better rhyme the more similar it is from 
the end of the word backwards. For example, the words 
hosvot and yosvot are thought to rhyme excellently.
In these two words, not only the last morpheme "-ot" 
is identical, and not only the last syllable "-vot"
(in Hebrew, a syllable begins with a consonant, as 
does the traditional rhyme), but, working backwards, 
the sounds "s" and "o" coincide. Zach, however, 
chooses to rhyme only a minimum at the very end of 
the word:
j
Natan Zach, Plivhan, tiakiHHutz tiameuchad, 1974, 
pp. 63-64.
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r r ia r -m  r m  r s s  r r a V n ?  * * r  ia tn  
j r n o  K p  , y “ « i  "_n r x  n : n -i
(  c ' l ' v  T * : r  r r j ‘ i  * : h )
/4/i<7 ¿n which my handA wa t k. like Ah ip a and dev iAc
And conduct my ti£.e with cou/iagc, and not ¿c a a
(1 AtwagA Uant tycA)
The underlined words, Zach's "grammatical rhymes," 
have in common only the final consonant and preceding 
vowel; in the case of the words mehalhot ’walk’, 
oniyot ’ships', hosvot 'devise', osot 'conduct', the 
feminine plural ending "-ot."
Through his technique, a technique in which 
planned negligence is the outstanding characteristic, 
Zach expresses a Weltanschauung which dictates that 
poetry should be brusque, abrasive and direct. The 
poet's technical equipment, Zach says, is there to 
serve the content, unpretentiously.
It is true that Zach's poetics are influenced 
by modern English verse, but essentially they express 
the opposition of Aimichai's adherents to the national 
pathos of the generations of the forties and fifties, 
as well as a different spirit. This new spirit speaks 
in simple language, on problems of the present, and 
does not speak in terms of blown-up historical national 
slogans.
In this light, it is interesting to see Zach's 
attitude to the Old Testament, and how he relates to 
biblical material in his poetry. His poem An Exact 
Account of the Music the Biblical Saul Heard seems
an appropriate example.
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In chapter fifteen of the Book of Samuel, we read:
( 2 6 - 3 $ 1U K PKitt’ )
And Samuei ¿aid unto Saul, I will not netunn with 
thee: -¡ion thou ha^t nejected the. wond o/ the. Lond, 
and the Lond hath rejected thee -jinom being king 
oven I^eael. And aa Samuei tunned about to go away, 
he taid ho id upon the ¿hint o-JL hit mantie, and it 
/lent. And Samuei ¿aid unto him, 1 he Lond hath nent 
the kingdom o£ l¿/laet JLnom thee thi¿ day, and hath 
given it to a neighboun o/ thine, that i¿ betten 
than thou. And at¿o the Stnength o£ l¿/laet witt 
not tie non nepenti £on he i¿ not a man, that he 
¿houtd nepent. then he ¿aid, I have ¿inned: yet
honoun me now, 1 pnay thee, be-fione the etden¿ o/ 
my peopte, and be-fLone I¿naet, and tunn again with 
me, that 1 may won¿h ip the Lond thy Qod. So Samuei 
tunned again a-fiten Saut; and Saut won¿h ipped the 
Lond. then ¿aid Samuei, Bning ye hithen to me Agag 
the king o/ the Amatekite¿. And Agag came unto 
him in chain¿. And Agag ¿aid, Sunety the bittenne¿¿ 
o/ death i¿ pa¿t. And Samuei ¿aid, A¿ thy ¿wond 
hath made women chitdte¿¿, ¿o ¿hatt thy mothen be 
ehitdte¿¿ among women. And Samuei hewed Agag in 
p ieee¿ begone the Lond in Q itgat. then Samuei went 
to Hamah; and Saut went up to hi¿ hou¿e to Qibeah 
o-fL Saut. And Samuei eame no mone to ¿ee Saut 
untit the day o/ hi¿ death: £on Samuei mounned 
■^ on Saut: and the Lond nepented that he had made 
Saut king oven /¿/zaet.
(I Sam. 15:16-35)
In the next chapter of the Book of Samuel, we read:
nrp-rm innrz* b*No cro mo mrr rrm\ J T T ” I A T  / •' T J jT ! * J j
~nn srnan pIn t'No-'Pos; noNp : m  pno
nP.2?0,*3 pro C'PtNI •• • : sj t y v:Tj'poi: *::pn ns- pon
c'n^N'ppip *"¡*'70 p *ppo iP'pi pisoo j^ sra rp*1 o*n sopo'
-'np ppor-bN b*,N uJ I I 1 I* J 1 | \m* \IT : ) y  :'/ONP O'
rsm  ppn ]:tp rbx cnix-sni ]ib opto ti'X'b ns 
b'n -hop ]33 im  bprVpn p ^o b r1? ]p ttnp pin ponp 
nbop liras; pppp pnp itni pop lior. nrarfe etni
~ : ~ » * sT r - a .r : vJ t I  ^s v r t : • I* s
-*7N C'ON^O b',NOI S ? ”)T
™  = F  pi p  -wn crib mao '¡r n^i : ^ 5 -,ix 
bsNO-bN t .p nop :b'NO_iPN iso P)P"p;o nbo'p 
nbop :o'bp nos ibmpp p&p i.popnp v:op pisrp 
IP a?jT,3 is*? ttj *SH9£  “p*1? 'P'"Vn '^no 
“}! "iP5?! *^.Np"bN b'pPN-nsp r.'ppp jv.t . :ppro 
vi?tP “ 151 # ziopsNob nryj i j 2 jy i pisop-rN
!TIP
(1 4.-23 t d n 3np,p o )
Z?at the Apimit o/ tA^ . Lomd departed. -fL/iom Saul, and 
an evil ¿pin.it /mom the Lomd tn.oul.led him. And 
Saul*a AemvantA aaid unto him, Behold now, an evil 
ApLn.Lt /morn Qod tn.oul.leth thee. Let oum Lomd now 
command thy AemvantA, that arne He/ome thee, to 
Aeek. out a man, who La a cunning playem on a han.pl 
and it ¿hall come to pa a A when the evil ApLn.Lt 
/mom Qod La upon thee, that he Ahall play with hlA 
hand, and thou ahalt He well. And Saul Aaid unto 
hlA AemvantA, Pmovide me now and man that can play 
well, and Hming him to me, 1 hen anAwemed one o/ 
the AemvantA, and Aaid, Behold, 1 have Aeen a Aon 
o/ Q-eAAe the Beth-lehemite, that La cunning in 
playing, and a mighty valiant man, and a man o/ 
wan., and pmudent in mattemA, and a comely pemAon, 
and the Lo/id La with him, b) heme/ome Saul Aent 
meAAengemA unto QQeAAe, and Aaid, Send me David thy 
Aon, who La with the Aheep, And $.eAAe took, an aAA 
laden with Hmead, and a Lottie o/ wine, and a kid, 
and Aent them Hy David hiA Aon unto Saul, And 
David came to Saul, and ¿tood He/ome him: and he 
loved him gmeatly; and he Hecame hiA ammoum-Heamem, 
And Saul Aent to Q.eAAe, Aaylng, Let David, I pmay 
thee, Atand He/ome me; /om he hath /ound /avoum in 
my Aight. And it came to paAA, when the evil Apimit 
/mom Qod waA upon Saul, that David took a hamp and 
played with hiA hand: a o Saul waA me/meAhed, and 
waA well, and the evil Apimit depamted /mom him,
(l Sam. 16:14-13)
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The above quoted passages from the Book of Samuel 
are a guide to understanding what Zach has to say 
in his poem. The Old Testament tells us that 
King Saul did not kill Agag, the Amalekite king, 
and that his sparing of Agag was in accord with the 
will of the people (I Samuel 15:9)• At the same 
time, however, it is clear that Samuel regarded 
Saul's conduct as an act of disobedience to the God 
of Israel. Here we have an example of the conflict 
between the old order, the rule of the judges, and
gthe new. Samuel speaks for an unrelenting God and 
for unbending justice. Saul, on the other hand, 
pleads that he has essentially fulfilled the onus 
laid upon him by God's prophet (I Samuel 15:20).
Thus it is that Saul's lack of ruthlessness and 
humanity cause Samuel to reject him, and bring about 
the bitter situation wherein the young David is 
anointed king whilst Saul is yet alive.
Zach takes the biblical narrative as an allegory
0
Saul, aA the. JLieAt king o /  ÌAeael, waA the. pioneee 
o /  a new oedee step lacing the nule o /  the, judgeA, o /  
which. Samuel waA the laAt, Saul' A Ateuggle to 
eAtabliAh the monarchy ìa deAceibed in Amicha i ' A 
emotional and lyeical Atgle in the cycle o /  poem* A 
diAcuAAed in chapten. theee above, king Saul and 1:
Roota Atood out on the ¿.oeehead o-fL the eaeth 
Teom exeet ion .
1 he judges -t-led -fLeom the Acene,
Only Qod /lemained and counted:
Seven,..eight, ..nine.. .ten...
1 he nation -Jleom itA Ahoulde/i and downwaedA exulted. 
No one Atood up. de won.
H ÌA aemA aee chainA in the haeboue 
Toe a bueden beyond time.
(king Saul and I)
and a parable, the story of a man who listens to music 
for relief and who wants to enjoy a normal relaxed 
life at an individualistic level, without dwelling on 
the weighty problems of the nation.
That Zach intends to use the frame of the biblical 
narrative as an allegory with a moral is immediately 
apparent from the cynicism of the adjective "exact" 
prefaced to the word "account" in the title of the 
poem —  An Exact Account of the Music the Biblical 
Saul Heard. The programmatic style of the poem is 
also brought home in the title, all the more by his 
insertion of the non-Hebrew modern colloquial word 
musika into the biblical context, instead of using the 
biblical Hebrew word negina 'music' with its lyrical 
ring.
The biblical Samuel and his God, in Zach's poem, 
are equated with what is in modern parlance termed 
"the establishment":
.njp'DiD vnitf ‘tin®
.» p i t *  riNc? 
v o ip  i r x  
npT'p m  y n itf v .k v  
.niND -) iV  rnrvn ~ipx 
.n p 'o ia  v a itf V ixtf 
.V ix tf  y p ip  n p 'p ia  
V ? X 3  ,B 1 ' X  D 't f J X m  
.D v n  V s d V x :
.n p 'p i a  y p i p  V i n P  ’ 3
n p -p ia n  x^n r x t  n x n
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yfcr? n*n rj'-ix Vinvw 
t p n t 2  rsb
o \
'   ^ I'jnn V'n,j  vnrs njrovin p-no -tk" p )
Saul La liAtoning to muAlc,
Saul La llAtenlng,
7o what muA Ic La Saul llAtenlng?
Saul La llAtenlng to muALc 
Uhlch glveA h Lm neAplte,
Saul La llAtenlng to muALc,
2-UAt muALc.
And the. people nound him ane non-ex. lAtent, aA L-Jl 
VanlAhed, the whole nation Allenced.
Since Saul La llAtenlng to muAlc.
1a thlA the muAlc 
Saul Ahould llAten to 
At a time like thlA?
(An Sxact Account ot the A u a I c  the BlAllcal 
Saul H.e,and, hence-flonth, 1 he Biblical Saul)
From these lines, it is clear that Saul refuses to
listen to music that would teach him what he should
do to please the establishment. Instead, he indulges
in music for pleasure, music per se, individualistic
music giving respite to none but himself. The result
is that everybody round him, together with all the
pressing national problems, fade away. But, should
not he in his role as king be thinking of weighty
problems day and night? The angry voice of the
establishment declares, "Is this the music/Saul should
listen to/At a time like this?"
It is not exactly forbidden to listen to light
music. The establishment understands that Saul is
human, and especially when he is tired and sick he
has to entertain himself a little. "Is this the music/
Saul should listen to" means that to,listen to music
9N atan Zach, flIvhan, op, clt\ , p, 3 2,
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like this is permitted, but in no way "at a time like 
this."
When Zach inserts the words "at a time like this" 
into the biblical narrative, he is alluding to a modern 
corny and worn-out Hebrew idiom, one of the national 
catch-phrases in Israeli politics since the days of 
the British Mandate: beyamim trufim ele ’in these 
troubled times'. The implication is that the 
establishment expects the Israeli poet to abandon any 
pre-occupation with details of everyday living, until 
better times, and dedicate himself to the national 
patriotic muse. That is, he is expected to write 
poetry which motivates the historic struggle for 
the continuity of Jewish history. Thus, at one level, 
Zach’s rhetorical question asks whether the biblical 
Saul should not have done something to extricate 
himself from his awkward political situation, and, 
at another level, represents the Israeli establishment 
directing a very personal and insinuating question to 
the poet Zach: Is this the poetry that you, Natan Zach, 
should write at this time!
Zach answers simply and decisively:
Vwts# njroian x-n rxi ,]3 
nxis nvb sag? n;n q-is 
icby rnnx px '3 
rrnn xb 'b'xi 
ïnxn
! -]-iro bix? •smvv np-oian b? p'na i 'KT )
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{JeA , thiA ÌA the muA ¿e Saut
Sh.ou.id tiAten to at a time, iike thÌA
Since the/ie ìa no othen. now
And pe/ihapA witt not He
Lint it Q i tHoa .
(1 he BiHticat Saut)
The poet’s assertive answer warns that if the need 
of the individual is ignored, it is inevitable that 
there will be a national disaster parallel to the 
chaotic situation in biblical times after the defeat 
and death of King Saul at Mount Gilboa. After the 
heroic and pathos-filled period of the British Mandate, 
Zach says, it is high time for the poets of the 
Generation of the State to write individualistic 
poetry.10 There is, indeed, no choice ("no other") 
if we are to maintain a sense of balance until the 
next round of national trials and tribulations 
("Gilboa"). Neither the individual, nor the nation, 
can or needs to remain at the highest of tension 
levels. Rather, at times, it is essential to focus 
on the problems of the individual, without whom 
there is no nation, and only by doing so will it 
be possible to again rise to the occasion and meet 
the next historical challenge.
I have showed how Zach in his poem The Biblical 
Saul uses the biblical subject, David playing before
^ 7  he -{LinAt genenat ion o /  poetA to puHtiAh thein 
wo/ikA at-ten. the eAtadtiAhment o-fL the State o /  lA/iaet 
ane catted the nQenenation o /  the State,”
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King Saul, as a parable to express his opinion on 
the literary controversy between the poets from the 
days of the British Mandate and those from after the 
Israeli War of Independence (Amichai, Zach, Avidan, 
Ravikovich and so on). Therefore, it seems in order 
to highlight Zach's divergence from Alterman, the 
"father” of the Young Poets, a divergence from after 
the Israeli War of Independence, which Haim Gury 
in his poem Odysseus describes as water going down 
the slope (see above, pp. 17-18). The most suitable
poem for my purpose is Alterman's Behold a Day of 
Battle and Its Eve Have Ended (henceforth, A Day of 
Battle). This poem likewise deals with a controversy, 
albeit a controversy of a very different nature, and 
it is also based on the Book of Samuel, centering 
around the same biblical figure, King Saul.
The Old Testament describes King Saul's noble 
but tragic death as follows:
HErfen nzzr.j
znz brn rrzz c^:x D-ninn inKsnn b'kz-bxV. : v ft |Af jt t c * j\ t : • “ t
T'FT! i jjzzn vb2 x~;:yb'X2 “inan Jontenn 
nVi ,i"*b£p;T"i n^ Kn iKizf“]? nz
z^**, z n n n p n  kt "z r^z KSihzx 
-b'J x*"“z; bzn b'xz r.z 'z vbz“Nt?z ann :rrbv
- j - j •- A T  U • r- ¡ r *  T IV T
c: v^ z nzz V:z nsbcn r,m nzz r.nai izznT- T • :  t i v j i t r-T- i •
-,wX ix-h :i t ’ amn cisa rairbzV -. •• t : • r* : - " it : - v. * J ' >t t -: t
bx-ir. *z:x lopz p/rn nzzz i nsKi pn&«n zzzz 
□■nun-nK izrm izzi inn—pi• T IV •* ' • 1 ATT J T V.
:iHZ 122H 0T‘Z?2I iv t v. : •••*
(3 -  7 xb x b x w  )
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And ike laiile weni Aone against Saul, and ike.
men Ako oi ing w iik ike low kii klm; and ke waA
Aone wounded of ike anekenA. Iken a aid Saul
unio kiA anmoun-leanen, Bnaw iky Awond, and
iknuAi me ik/iougk ikenewiik; leAi ikeAe unc incume ¿Aed
come and ik/iuAi me ik/iougk, and aluAe me. Bui
kiA anmoun-leanen would noi; foji ke waA Aone afnaid.
7kenefo ne Saul iook a Awond, and fell upon ii.
And wken kiA anmoun-leanen Aaw ikai Saul waA dead, 
ke fell likewiAe upon kiA Awond, and died wiik 
kirn. So Saul died, and kiA ikn.ee AonA, and kiA 
anmoun-leanen,and all kiA men, ikai Aame day 
iogeiken. And wken ike men of lAnael ikai wene 
on ike oiken Aide of ike valley, and ikey ikai 
wene on ike oiken Aide of ike 2-ondan, Aaw ikai 
ike men of lAnael -filed, and ikai Saul and kiA 
AonA wene dead, ikey fonAook. ike ciiieA, and fled; 
and ike PkiliAiineA came and dweli in ikem.
(1 Sam. 31:3-7)
King Saul was aware, before this his last encounter 
with the Philistines, that defeat was inevitable; and 
the sages of the Talmud praise his nobility for having 
of his own free-will chosen to participate personally 
in the fighting. However, Alterman in his poem 
A Day of Battle is not concerned with the biblical 
Saul’s personal values, but rather with Saul in his 
role as king. He alludes to Saul's relations with 
Samuel only in terms of the biblical narrative as 
being the story of a national tragedy, and does not 
dispute the Jewish orthodox religious view that Saul 
transgressed a statutory decree by God and thus sinned;
•H ?
11 (fiansn n-jp? arnari nan )
Ike Law kaA ckaAi iAed ike king.
(A Day of Baiile)
^'Naian Alienman, kol kiive Naian Alienman.
kakilluiz. dameuekad, lei Aviv, 1972, pp. 184-5.
Alterman wrote Behold a Day of Battle, a very
moving and lyrical poem, during the 1918-9 war period. 
In this period a great many Jewish boys died fighting, 
and many people in Israel asked themselves if 
the price of national independence were not too high. 
Behold a Day of Battle is Alterman1s reply to the many 
bereaved parents. He says that although it 
really is a very high price to pay, nonetheless, 
at this time in Jewish history, for the first time 
after thousands of death-ridden years, there 
is rhyme and reason to the death of their sons.
Alterman does not take an example of a military 
victory from the Old Testament, although the Old 
Testament is full of military victories, and despite 
that in the final analysis the War of Independence 
was to end as a very great military victory. Instead, 
takes an example of a well-known military defeat, that 
of King Saul on Mount Gilboa in the war with the 
Philistines. The reason for Alterman's choosing to 
describe a defeat and not a victory is that he wants 
to emphasize that even if from a military viewpoint 
there is a defeat, from a national historic viewpoint, 
if this defeat is on the soil of the homeland, 
it is at any rate not the end of the chapter:
d *t iV  m a x  rx
T -  -  -  T I T T
n in a x  ' b n  n x
-  i r  • -  : -  r
, o y n  m p ’  y o o  V o x  
.o a r  i n a i x  'b y  o x
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•H? *TP-? nK 
,ny *ry mp^  i1? cnv px 
pypn insix ^ y  ^  
.na irby? i:nn nx 
.T?nn nbipi rns-r no 
.in yatfn .p -nn
( iapyi anp nr ran run )
7 hen a he ¿aid to him to the. youth: Blood 
Uill coven -fLeet o/ moth&/iA,
But ¿even time.A will the. nation a/ii^ e.,
// defeated upon itp eanth.
Ihe Law ha¿ cha^ti^ed the King.
But an hein -fLon him will /lipe in time,
Ton upon ita eanth he leaned 
hi¿ ¿wond upon which he died.
7hu* ahe ¿poke and hen voice tnemLled.
And it wa¿ ¿o. And Bavid heand.
(Behold a Day o-t Battle)
Saul the king is dead, Alterman says, but because he 
leaned his sword on Jewish soil, the soil of the Land 
of Israel, another king will come to continue the 
chain of Jewish history; and there is hope that the 
battle of the morrow will end in victory.
In conclusion, examination and comparison of the 
two poems, The Biblical Saul by Zach and Behold a Day 
of Battle by Alterman, show a sharp contrast in ideology 
expressed in styles very different from each other. 
Alterman expresses the ideology of the pioneer spirit 
of the fathers; Zach the ideology of the ordinary 
generation of the sons. However, despite the contrast 
in ideology and style, both Zach and Alterman are able 
to use the same biblical subject, and both use their 
subject as an allegory to express their own up-to-date 
idea in connection with the situation of their own 
respective periods. With Alterman, the emphasis is
on the national collective spirit. With Zach, the 
emphasis is on the feeling of individualism of the 
man who is tired of national slogans.
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Chapter T ive
Moshe Dor, whose poetry was first published in
1954» is a younger poet of the Generation of the Fifties.
Like Amichai and Zach, Dor's attitude to the Old Testament
is that of someone who sees the national culture and
roots in it, but not at all a religion. As I shall
show, through examining a very representative poem
of his Does David Still Play Before You (henceforth,
David), Dor gives radical expression to the secular Jews’
atheistic understanding of the Old Testament. He does
not, however, voice himself in ways sarcastic or
antagonistic to the biblical original, as do Amichai
and Zach. Nor does he strive towards a more colloquial
Hebrew (his language is more literary than theirs).
He rather builds a philosophical and ideological
edifice —  one of extremist opposition to religious
and traditional concepts of the inherent nature of
the Old Testament. This, of course, stands out in
complete contrast to the expression of those poets
who are themselves religious, as for example
1Uri Zevi Greenberg.
j
liri Zev i Q si£.e,n(Le./ig (Corn 7 895 in Qa.tic.ia) and. 
Avraham Shlonpky (Corn 7 900 in Ruppia), Coth 
poetp o /  the Generation o /  the Twenties, pioneered 
the ape oJL Israeli pronunciation in KeCreio poetry . 
QreenCerg had a hapidic apt-ring ing and hap a 
retigioap mypticat view o /  Zionipm . In theory, he 
oppopep the ape o /  taropean Jiormp in poetry, and 
pre-/LerP to rety on intr inP ica t ty Ipraeti PoarceP, 
puch aP pre-ty. it-1 ica t Canaanite and (Lit-t ica t 
titeratare . Although hip poetic geniuP ip 
recognized, hip ultra-nationaliptic approach ip 
not reprePentat ive o /  mainptream contemporary 
thought in Ipraet.
8$
Moshe Dor's poem David starts off with a question
which seems like a flash into a cineramic void. It
evokes the scene of the biblical David playing on the
harp, not before King Saul, as we saw in for example
2Zach's poem The Biblical Saul, but, before God. From 
here on, the poet builds up a series of scenes with a 
succession of evocative questions, all based on motifs 
from the Old Testament, except the question based on 
the story of Jesus in the New Testament. The poet is 
not concerned with the relationship between David 
and Saul, or Solomon and those listening to Solomon's 
words of wisdom ("fox fables"). Nor, in the second 
stanza, does he concern himself with the relationship 
between Elijah and Elisha, who watches Elijah go up to 
heaven in a chariot of fire, or Ezekiel and the nation 
who hear his prophecy. In' the third stanza, he is not 
interested in the relationship between Jesus and the 
disciples or enemies who witness Jesus' miracles and 
proclamations. Instead, Dor focusses on the posture of 
the prophet (David, Solomon, Elijah, Ezekiel and Jesus) or 
poet, as the case may be, before God.^ This is because
^7he B i i . i i c . a i  S a u l . S e e  abo v e . ,  p , 74 //• •
 ^" B o x  - t a b l e s ” m i^ b e  ^ u a l a v . An. abbiLA i o n  t o  t h e  
s B o o k o/ P/iove/ib/>, w h ic h  in  f iebeew i/> c a l l e d  fl i ^  l e .
S e e  a b o v e ,  p . 4 4 on An I n i t i a t i o n . A-4 w i t h  A m i c h a i , 
Doe c o n *  idLesU) t h e  p o e t  t o  be  t h e  mocLeen e q u i v a l e n t  
0/ t h e  p e o p h e t.
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the attitude of the prophet or poet appears to be 
a pretext for the more important relationship, that 
of prophet or poet to God.
In this vein of thought, David’s music serves 
as a communication cable for the prophet to speak to 
God; the people who hear Solomon’s wisdom, Elisha 
who sees Elijah go up to heaven and Jesus’ disciples 
and enemies are all an audience, and an audience 
which would be at best a medium through which the 
poet or prophet strikes up communication with God.
The interesting point about all this is that the 
communication is one-way. David, Solomon, Elijah, 
Ezekiel and Jesus speak, via the ears of their 
audience, to God, and God hears.
Dor's poem thus contrasts with the Old Testament 
in that in the Old Testament there is frequent two- 
way communication: God speaks and the prophet answers. 
Sometimes, in particular when the prophet does not 
want to be a prophet, there is even an argument. A 
good example is from the first chapter of the 
Book of Jeremiah:
dip? nhxb rnrr—n i vp]
N'2: Trnsnpn om» xsn did?" t h p t, IP??
“i?"] 'nyy-vb  nsn rnrr v ix  “ipxj cyis? 
■>3 -Dix is?: "lDxrrtx ^Vrnrr "px*] " rr '?
ngin Tfj§8 -idx-1:? r*o
(4- - 7 k n’OT )
7h en  t h e  wo/icL o /  t h e  L o e d  came u n to  me, r a y i n g ,
B e g o n e  I  -(Lonmed t h e e  in  t h e  t e l l y  I  kneio t h e e ; and. 
(Le-fLoee t h o u  ea rn est  -fLoeth o u t  o£ t h e  100ml I  ¿a n c t i-^ ie d  
t h e e ,  and 1 o e d a  in e d  t h e e  a p / io p h e t  u n t o  t h e  n a t i o n ¿ .  
1 h en  ¿ a i d  l ,  A h, Lo/id Qodl b e h o l d ,  l  c a n n o t  A p e a k :
£ o/l l  am a c h i l d .  B u t  t h e  Lo/id ¿ a i d  u n t o  me, S a y
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not, 1 am a child: ton. thou ahalt go to all that
1 ¿hall ¿end thee, and u)hat¿oeve/L 1 command thee 
thou ¿halt ¿peak,
(  3 -e /i. 1 : 4 - 7 )
That is to say, there is a fundamental dissimilarity 
in Dor's modern variation on a biblical theme. In 
the Old Testament, God and the prophet hear one and 
other. In Dor's poem, the prophet speaks and God 
does not utter a word. A deeper look at the texture 
of the poem reveals that in complete contrast to 
the God in the Old Testament, who is active, in David, 
God is passive. At the outside He exists as an audience 
for poets and prophets. The naive reader might object: 
After all, if Moshe Dor asks God one question after 
another, in order to do so, he must believe there is 
a God —  otherwise, why turn to Him? But, here we 
have a God who does not speak to give orders, a God 
denuded of all the power orthodox religion attributes 
to Him. This God only listens, and from this we 
conclude that the poet is himself a non-believer.
For him, the audience serves the prophet as an excuse 
to actualize in speech what would otherwise have 
remained hidden in his heart, whereby he fulfuls a 
human need for self-expression. In other words, more 
than that God created man, man created God, to fulfil 
this need.
David plays to Saul, Solomon commands with wisdom, 
Elijah climbs to the heavens and so on. But, in 
actuality, David does not mean his music for Saul; 
Solomon does not intend his wisdom for his listeners
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at the royal court... . They direct themselves to 
God, a God of great importance to them and whom they 
address with great respect. However, the address on 
High to which they send their message is a God who 
exists, even more than in the universe, in the prophet's 
own heart.
Dor's secular concept of God is reminiscent of 
several very religious versions. For example, the 
Baal Shem Tov, founder of modern Hasidism, held that 
for the believer communion with God is possible in 
field and forest, and without synagogues, prayer books 
or rabbinical guidance —  that God always listens, 
everywhere. The panentheistic tendency in Hasidism is 
an outgrowth of the pantheistic concept (a philosophical 
mysticism found not only within the bounds of Jewish 
culture) wherein "God is everything" and "everything 
is God," and therefore, of course, there is no need 
of mediation between the believer and God. The 
pantheistic formula opposes the theistic approach, and 
thus it is that a religious covering removed may reveal 
a juncture with the secular concept of God.
Returning to Dor's poem David, it is hard to see 
any real pantheistic concept lurking behind it. As 
the poet is a non-believer par excellence, it is a more 
likely supposition that he thinks God has a metaphorical 
existence, that God is a sort of symbol, something to 
which the poet may address himself:
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V.;?1? few *th Tian
?nnin 1T333 
.nb’roi 
i]'3}Na bcraa vriyn 
?r9y*r rw
Kir;Jr: m : nrxm
'01C1 VK 2'D1'2
: ** v v  i
»^ Npirn
xin rrn irx cy ,ia nop *]jo irx 
?bytn Vniyrta Vnpj
c■ (?1*33  ^ pan *ni *nyn )
doe.A David, /till pi-ay de/one you 
on the go idea hanp?
And Solomon,
doe/> tie /»till invent, in youn heaning, 
hi/> /ox -/Ladle/)?
And /./tom which /Lield doe/ Llijah take o/L/L 
in a ch.an.iot o/ /Line and with hon/ez o/L /Line? 
and Lzekiel,
what deing hammen/ him, with what cneatune
doe/ he /tnuggle in the /¡tonmy , shining /ud/tance?
(Dav id)6
In the first stanza, God is present as a passive 
listener, having at least the role of audience. He 
listens to David’s music and Solomon’s wisdom. Then, 
in the second stanza, Dor’s atheistic concept of a 
metaphorical God comes into focus. By the end of 
the stanza God has completely disappeared from the 
picture, insofar as the second question is not directed 
to Him. At this point, it becomes clear that the 
struggle Dor envisages is not between Ezekiel and
 ^dlo/he Don, 
^dlo/he Don,
S inpad ¡ lmatehet, Ramat Qan ,
Hap/) o/L Time, London, 7 966 ,
7965, p, 
p, 34.
7 55.
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God, as is the drama between the prophet and God in 
chapter one of the Book of Jeremiah (God argues 
against Jeremiah’s wish to evade his prophetical mission, 
and Jeremiah struggles with God as he knows the fate 
awaiting him if he complies). Rather, the drama Dor 
conjures up is a war which parallels what is to him 
the prophet's metaphorical struggle with God —  the 
war in the prophet's own heart, or his struggle with 
the symbolic representation of his own dreams. Dor 
asks, "and Ezekiel/what being hammers him, with what 
creature/does he struggle in the stormy, shining 
substance" (David), in the face of the Old Testament 
having already provided us with the information that 
Ezekiel saw visions of a strange creature with six 
wings. It is therefore clear that the poet means that 
he himself went through a tough interior struggle, as 
if wings of a strange creature had been beating him.
Not God, but the poet or prophet is all important to 
Dor.
The most conspicuous proof of Dor's atheistic 
concept awaits us in the fourth and last stanza of the 
poem. No doubt, at first hearing the poem's opening 
lines, "Does David still play before you...And Solomon... 
still invent in your hearing...," seemed to be addressed 
to a passive God, and the second stanza, "...with what 
creature does he struggle...," addressed to a metaphorical 
God. Retrospectively, however, on the basis of the 
question which makes up the fourth stanza, this is 
shown not to be the case:
9V*nc *]":n nrxpi 
niuo'! rnVi: rhinv by
1 : T t  : v
rip 1? njnna nyrcan D^nisn~nritfj?
?rn2Tp2n r.inuann nx
( ? *] > 3 a V ) a3n 7 vr n y n  )
And -£/iom out w h ic h  ravage.  B i d l e  
o£ e e u p t  i n g , e>ct in g u  i s h e d  s u n s  
do you/i hand a , h a r d e n e d
In the. a e t e e i e s ,  g/iope eeg/iet-fLuity t o  t e a e  
up d i s a p p o i n t e d  p r o m i s e s ?
( Bay i d )
Dor,  t h r o u g h o u t  the poem, does  not  a d d r e s s  God! In 
t h i s  s t a n z a ,  Dor a s k s  the  a d d r e s s  to  which he t u r n s  
t h r o u g h o u t  the poem, from which b i b l e  do hands 
har dened  from t ime t e a r  out  broken p r o m i s e s .  I t  i s  
i l l o g i c a l  to  suppose  t h a t  God, i f  i t  were r e a l l y  He 
who made a l l  the  p r o m i s e s ,  would a b r u p t l y  t u r n  around 
and t e a r  them up.  Was i t  He who pr omi s ed  t o  g i v e  
Abraham the  Land o f  I s r a e l ?  Was i t  He who promised 
Moses to  g i v e  back  the  Land to the  c h i l d r e n  o f  I s r a e l ?
A l tho ug h s t r u c t u r a l l y  the  poem i s  i n t e g r a t e d  by 
the  word yadeha  ’ y ou r  h a n d s '  i n  t he  l a s t  s t a n z a ,  which 
seems as  i f  a c o n t i n u a t i o n  o f  the  l e f a n e h a  ' b e f o r e  you 
and beozneha  ' i n  y o u r  h e a r i n g '  i n  t he  f i r s t  s t a n z a ,  
n o n e t h e l e s s ,  the word yadeha  i s  t he  key  t o  a complete  
t u r n  a b o u t .  Y a d e h a , l i k e  l e f a n e h a  and b eo zn eha ,  i s  
-n o  ^ a d d r e s s e d  to  God, but  r a t h e r  to  the  " I "  o f  the 
p o e t  h i m s e l f ,  o f  Moshe Dor h i m s e l f .
As i t  t u r n s  o u t ,  the  poem David i s  n o t  o n l y  
a t h e i s t i c  ( t he  p o e t  does  not  b e l i e v e  i n  God) ,  but  
a n t h r o p o c e n t r i c  (man i s  the  c e n t e r  o f  the u n i v e r s e ,
not God) and, on top of this, megalomaniacal. The 
poet looms large, becomes God, and tears up the 
Old Testament.
Moshe Dor’s message is that we shall wait 
unto eternity if we expect God to fulfil the promises 
in the Old Testament. We must learn to depend on 
ourselves, and join hands to search for a new bible, 
in which all the non-eloistic promises will be kept.
Chapter. Six
If Yehuda Amichai could begin a new literary 
generation although he himself was of the age-group 
of the Palmach Generation, it comes as no surprise 
that Haim Gury or Natan Yonatan, who are approximately 
the same age as Amichai, were able to abandon the style 
of the Palmach Generation under the influence of the 
school of the Generation of the Fifties. That is, the 
biblical original characteristically serves them, not 
as with Alterman and his generation, as material for 
poetry on subjects appealing to the collective national 
consciousness, but, as a model representation of human 
philosophical problems relevant to the individual in 
a very personal way. The poem I shall deal with next, 
Yo n a t a n 1s Another Poem about Absalom (henceforth,
Absalom), which was first published in 1970, demonstrate 
the p o e t ’s addiction, retained from his earlier period,
i
to the Old Testament. As well as being a typical 
example of the way in which the Young Poets relate to 
the Old Testament, it is a daring commentary on a 
sociological problem which by analogy on a national 
scale, and through the poet's multi-layered presentation 
comes through as strong criticism of the present day 
political scene in Israel.
j
Natan yonatan ' a -fLisu>t puHliAhed volume. o-fL poet/iy 
in 1951 ioa^ > in the ¿>ty le  o-jL the Palmach. Qene/iation, 
I t  haA l~een only th/iough the yea/iA that he ha/> 
icLent L-JLiedL with the poe ta o / the - t i t t l e *  and 
incoming t/iend
Yonatan's poem Absalom is based, obviously, on
what is known to us from the Book of Samuel. From 
comparing I Samuel and II Samuel, we find that Absalom 
takes after his father David to a remarkable extent. 
Absalom, like David, is very good-looking. Scripture 
describes David as "...ruddy, and withal of a beautiful 
countenance, and goodly to look at..." (I Sam. 16:12), 
and Absalom as "...none to be so much praised as Absalo 
for his beauty: from the sole of his foot even to the 
crown of his head there was no blemish in him"
(II Sam. 14:25). Not only in his personal appearance 
did Absalom resemble his father the king, but also in 
his character. Both father and son were great lovers 
and of somewhat dubious reputation: Absalom did not 
hesitate to use his.father's concubines, "...Absalom 
went in unto his father's concubines in the sight of 
all Israel" (II Sam. 16:22). Both had political 
ambition: Absalom had no moral compunctions when it
came to deciding between his own ambition and loyalty 
to his father (he arranges an open political rebellion 
against David), and similarly, David, in times gone by, 
had found his loyalty to his own political egoism 
always more intense than his loyalty to Saul and Michal 
In the light of the great similarity between them, the 
ambivalent attitude of the old David towards Absalom 
can be better understood.
As discussed in my first chapter on Auerbach and 
his theory on the difference betweeen the biblical
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and Homeric narratives, the Old Testament itself gives 
only the bare facts and leaves many questions open and 
unanswered. The basis for David’s strange ambivalent 
attitude to Absalom is another question which the 
Old Testament leaves unanswered. David, on one hand, 
loves Absalom so deeply that he mentions him as if 
Absalom were his one and only son, and, in fact, the 
narrator gives this impression elsewhere, "...would 
I not put forth mine hand against the king's son..." 
(II Sam. 18:12), where the king's other sons seem 
to drop out of the picture. On the other hand, David 
sees Absalom as a competitor and dangerous enemy, and 
the facts show that the old David made almost every 
effort to break Absalom's conspiracy (II Sam. 15-18). 
Nevertheless, when Absalom is defeated, David is left 
with a broken heart:
(1
-)CN I nil nzn nirön n'bv-by fei “fen tm
J- T j : :| :a *—  “ C  * « T ' “s “ ~ J—  | v v - j - «••
the irr-72 zfezx "jZ bfe'zx ^z irfez
S - .  • r ! ■ -T « -!• ■ i : - : : V !
■ r:2 ’’jz zfezx T]T,nn
Z b t f W  )
And ike. king iocla mack moved, and went up to tke 
ckamden. oven tke gate, and wept: and a/> ke went, 
tkuA ke ¿aid, 0 mg ¿onAHAaiom, my ¿on, mg ¿on 
A(L¿a ¿om! would Qod 1 kad died -¡Lon tkee, 0 A^L¿a(Lom, 
mg ¿on, mg ¿on!
(II Sam. 19:1)
Indeed, the Old Testament does not explain the fact 
that David had not in the least wanted Absalom's death, 
rather only to defeat him from a military and political 
viewpoint:
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b~zxb nr:xb "nxT.xi 2xv“T,x
”^2-r,x Tjbr^ ri nyzz vjzz zzrrbz) rrbzzxb zzb
:Dib^ 'zx nn“rbr Er-.sn
i t ; -  j~ t - v: T -(5 rr 3 bxm)
And the. king commanded ¿odd and Adithai and Ittai, 
waging, deal gentlg {.on. mg ¿ake with. the. goung man, 
e.ven with. Ad^alom, And ail the. people hea/id when 
the king gave all the captain/> change concenning 
Adtalom .
(11 Sam, 18:5)
However, it is impossible to excuse David for the 
death of Absalom, since, from someone with as great a 
political and military past as David’s, it is to be 
expected that he understand that during war it is very 
hard to distinguish between one soldier and another, 
and that often those suffer whom we do not want to 
suffer. All in all, the Old Testament tells us about 
David’s ambivalent attitude, the love and enmity he 
bore Absalom; and the reason for Absalom’s so very 
tragic and clear cut end —  the non-ambivalent nature 
of war, which does not distinguish between half love 
and half animosity.
In chapter one, I discussed Haim Gury’s poem 
His Mother and noted that the poet added motivated 
descriptive details not in the biblical original, which 
he was able to do as the biblical narrative omits 
descriptive details. In Natan Yonatan’s Absalom, 
however, the poet makes no attempt to insert innovative 
descriptive details. In fact, the descriptive details 
more or less reduplicate those in the Old Testament:
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)*:"n trn:D nsr nrxp oiny 
dhtd Q'pica ,rr*i» nan op "rsn
nisnppn tf-K ,jpjn aniipn ,3xn be; i'pai 
2 ( DibtrpK br *vp nil? )
Cunning aA a woman (Leautijul aA a Anake Ahy aA a god 
AlwayA with a (Land oj hlA JLn.le.ndA, with honAeA with go id
And the weeping oj hlA Jathen, the o ld  ¿oven, 
the man oj wanA
(AlAalorn)
In these lines, where Absalom is described as cunning, 
beautiful, shy and sociable, and David as an old lover 
and veteran of many wars, not only the content coincides 
with the Old Testament, but Yonatan even takes as a 
starting point a linguistic style which is reminiscent 
of the ancient idiom of the Old Testament. The 
innovation he makes is in his combining of this ancient 
style with modern even colloquial language, and even 
Israeli slang of the sixties and seventies:
□ ib e a x  bop rrp m py
ok be? na ni3C*b npp 
!*73np ,nvana pins nrryb
f ,ni3nb nbb; Kb~ : t : t
. . .  p3pp nb;;i. T v *
( cibpnx bv v p  n i j ? )
A tnee In the JoneAt, that Ia what nemalnA oj all 
oj AdAalorn
IhuA to Cneak a lack oj a Jathen ,
7 o  make Jun oj death, oj evenything!
{Jou c o u l d  n o t  w a i t ,
S p o i l e d  c h i l d ,,,
(AlAalom)
Natan yonatan, Slnlm Baanuv (Layam, SIJnlat Poallm, 
H a k i l l u t z  HaantAc fiaAomen datAacn-, lei A v i v ,  1 970, 
p p ,16-17,  ' j
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He even uses ungrammatical expressions of the variety 
referred to in Hebrew by the technical term "barbarism":
iD'VnVn ntxpz nrrac ru::o irx put xV
,xV Kins? np Vo nnx
3 ( 1 “
Did you not know what hidden dange.fi iA in Auoti (Like 
took A?
ijoufi '(Lathe./i ¿oved in you aii that he w u a  not .
( AdAa tom)
Thus, it can be seen that although from the viewpoint of 
content, Yonatan*s descriptive details are not innovative, 
his style, a mixed idiom in which he even resorts to 
ungrammatical modern usage, is. It is clear from his 
style that he wants to say something up-to-date. The 
image, Yonatan says, of a simultaneously loving and hostile 
father is not confined to biblical times, but recurs in 
our own times.
Just as Amichai intertwined the biblical style with 
modern bureaucratic Hebrew in the poem End of Days 
(cfr., p. 50), and Zach in The Biblical Saul inserted 
the political idiom of the establishment (cfr., p. 77),
Yonatan too inserts a bureaucratic tone into Absalom:
n?3*?
- npihp tjh xb ,3cnn nrx 
?^ ]Vu VVj3 ?duV roxi 3hQ 
DpS73 J3 Vi? IS*!1? uVir iV
( cibrsx bs v-s? ivj )
..................  why
Do you think, l did not give you kingAhip  —
7/iom \_g/ieat3 conce/in (Lon the nation? BecauAe o( 
youn age?
Uould that we eouid have Apoken adout thiA caimiu
( AdAa iom)
 ^Q fiammat iea t ded/iew wouid de " detaitatim kaete," 
ioekA tike theAe; ”Aehu enenu."
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Now, retrospectively, the three questions which precede
this line ("why/Do you think, I did not give you kingship
..." [Absalom]) • assume a modern level of connotation in
reference to the nation. The poet is commenting not only
on modern individual human relationships in a universal
context, but on a very real and actual situation in
present day Israel. "David" of his poem is a symbol of
the older generation of Israelis, the founders of the
State; and, "Absalom" a symbol of the younger leaders of
Israel. The point Yonatan makes is in contrast to the
Old Testament, insofar as the biblical Absalom was neither
afraid nor ashamed to come out in the open against the
old David; but, the younger generation in Israel have
not produced any outstanding visionaries, and do not have
Absalom’s daring. They are politically impotent, waiting
for the old reign to "give" them their due. The situation
referred to by Yonatan is vividly described by the well
known Israeli writer Amos Oz in a recent publication:
. . . K. ikl-utz memlen4, arid, actually the good one4 amongst 
them have, the tempenament arid emot ional make-up  o /  
oi-e.die.nt ” comlat 4oldien4." 1 hey ane accustomed to leing 
4ent lut not to plot the. coun4e. 7o canny out m ¿44 ion4 
Hut not to ponden idea4. 1 he pnedominant 4tate 0/  mind
among4t the ded icated and ideali4t ic killutz memi.en4 could 
le de4cniled with, the help 0/  a well known line jlnom a 
poem Hy Nana Sen4fa: " A  voice called me —  and 1 went.”
And it could le de4cniled, with penhap4 a 4mitch o-jL inony, 
ly a well known line £nom an old lynic 0/  the Nahal 
tntentainment Band: ”Uheneven we ane 4ent —  thene we
alout £ace.”
1 hey a4k the killutz to nound up 4ome volunteen4  —  
they alway4 do. And -fLon any mi44ion what4oeven, (Lecau4e 
0 /  the dogmatic a44umption that the voice that call4 u4 
” know4 what ¿4 night and what ¿4 impontant.” Next they 
call upon u4 to 4ave the 4tand ing anmy —  the kiULlutz 
take4 it on. 7o 4end emi44anie4 to one on anothen 
d ia4 pona —  0 /  coun4e. 7o go down to the Negev, go up 
to the Qalilee, to 4ettle the Qolan height4, to 4ettle 
P ithat-Ra-tiah., to e4talli4h ho Id ing4 on the lank4 o-fL 
the -fine4h waten canal at 14ma ¿1 ia ( i-fL heaven -£onl.id
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anothen wan dningA ua thene) —  and why not. Thene widd 
always de a neA ponAe, dig on ¿maid. Ton detten on wonAe. 
Jo aid de.ue.dopment townA on to conguen the AounceA 0/  
the ligntA. The dedicated uodunteenA widd adwayA come 
JLonth £nom the nankA 0/  the kiddatz "we Ahadd do it" 
unto "we Ahadd hean." And adwayA pictuned, uaguedy, in 
the in imagination iA that Aomewhene in the govennment, 
in the 1 nade Union Lx.ecutive Committee, in the authonized 
inAtituteA, in the miditany deadenAhip, Aome Bend 
HatznedAonA, TadenkinA, Ben QunionA ane Aeating 
themAedueA, and they know ex.actdy what iA night and 
what iA wnong and we ane educated to de an odedient 
-Jdnont dine -fdon eveny miAAion to which they chooAe to 
Aend u a . On i-fL thein nameA ane not Ben Qunion and Bend 
dut Qadidi and Qodda —  no matten: they 0/  counAe know
what iA night. And 1 am a-Jdnaid that even when thein 
nameA ane Begin and Dayan, thene widd de Auchdike 
amongAt ua that widd neact with Aomething dike an odd 
At ipu dated nejidex., with a feeding o-jL "we Ahadd do and 
we Ahadd hean," Aince they, on top, o-fL counAe know what 
iA good JLon ua and we aA you know ane "we ane adwayA 
-fdinAt, in dnoad daydight and in the dank."
b)e muAt Atop and think now: who iA Aending u a . To 
whene do they Aend u a . And to what end. Let ua no 
dongen d.e the oncheAtna and "they" —  in the panty, 
in the unionA, in the "authonized inAtituteA,” in 
Cienachem Begin* A govennment —  the conductonA 0/  the 
oncheAtna. ThiA iA not an eaAy change: oun mentad
make-up iA not AeditiouA. b)e ane not uAed to " Atniking" 
on Aenving on " dimited cnedit." But it iA juAt theAe 
thing a that we muAt do Jinom now on. And penhapA we 
Ahoudd have adneady degun dong ago. Now aJLten theAe 
enonmouA changeA —  no, not ondy in the kneAAet and 
in the govennment dut in add wadkA o-Jd di-fde —  the 
gueAtion iA not "what to do now" dut: "Uhat to
decome -¡Lnom now. " ^
(Unden ThiA Bdazing Light)
Having given his 
his unique linguistic 
an interpretative gap
poem a modern connotation through 
style, Yonatan goes on to fill in 
in the Old Testament narrative.
He gives us a very interesting and original explanation
4Amo a Oz,
/
Beon Ratehedet fiaaza, S ijdniat Poadim,
Rakiddutz RaantAi RaAomen RatAain, 1979 f pp, 142,3,
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to the difficult question of why an old king (the older 
generation in modern Israel) who loves his young son 
(the younger generation in modern Israel), who is so 
very similar to his father, clearly capable of taking 
the reins in hand although he is young and his 
father old ("Your father loved in you all that he 
was not" f Absalom J ) —  why would David not want to 
pass down the crown, which after all he could not hold 
on to unto eternity, to Absalom?
In answer, the poet describes the nature of the 
king's love for Absalom, a love which is simultaneously 
altruistic and possessive; a two-fold explanation, 
one contained within the other. Firstly, the poet 
tells us that David loves Absalom much too much to 
allow him to join in with David’s other sons in fighting 
and warring:
r u n n x  n a ia  i n 1?? o d d  *ris7i 
i 1?^ i n x  t 1?' m riD? ‘r x n b  
.nianbTsnn “in s n a
/ ( lis? )
\  T : -  —
And ¿ t i l i  ka/> ¿ t o n e d  aw ay in  h i *  t i e a n t  a ¿a/>t ¿ c k e m e  
l o  n e ^ c u e  a t  ¿ e a ^ t  one, c t i i i d  o/ h i*
7/iom t h e  cnow n tLsiom. t h e  w a/iA ,
( A H ^ a to m )
It seems, at first glance, that David wants to keep 
Absalom away from the dirtiness and danger of wars, 
which is to say, his love is altruistic. He regards 
Absalom as pure and good, and wars as nasty and dirty. 
But, looking behind these altruistic pretexts, we see 
David’s ambivalent attitude to his son, and Yonatan’s 
second answer to the question of why the old David
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was unwilling to let his son have the crown. David's 
altruistic love in fact is a cover for the possessive 
egoism of an old father:
,rvir;n*7 npir 
,]*pU? TS7 - pap? T1?'
.pra iiTir inans 
- ,n? ^ riprn
?D'pnpn npx32 rniap mop irx nsT xb
( hi vs  l iv )
you c o u ld  n o t  w a i t ,
S p o i l e d  c h i l d  —  u n t i l  we g/iew [ -40 3 o ld
7h a t  the. c/iown would c o * t  u* l e * *  in  gnie-fL,
And you/i l o c k *  what,  you/i lock.* —
Did you n o t  know what h idden  dangc/i i *  in s u c h l i k e  
l o c k * ?
( Ak*alorn )
The truth is, that the king who is somewhat weary 
from his toys, the crown and the wars, which he has 
enjoyed for such a long time, wants in the last stage 
of his life, one last toy, just for himself —  and 
that is Absalom:
□Wax ,^nix pi ,W ptfst? 70^1
( cibpax h i  v s  l i r  )
I  wanted, my l i t t l e  JLool, o n ly  you,  Ad*alom
( A l *a lo rn )
At the modern level, we understand from this, that 
the Israeli leaders of the older generation make 
every effort to withhold the "crown" from the younger 
leaders for the sake of the paternal pleasure of 
getting comfort from such adorable young ones who are, 
as Amos Oz described so aptly in the passage above, 
such expert executants; excellent soldiers and builders 
of many beautiful settlements, who never dirty themselves 
with politics.
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In the final analysis, Yonatan wants to say, it
was David's love, its combination of altruism and
possessiveness, which did succeed in saving Absalom
from the crown, but not from the wars and in fact
$caused Absalom's tragic death.
Yonatan's poem Absalom is a typical example 
for the justification of the fundamental thesis of 
this paper, that no modern Israeli poet uses the 
ancient biblical material to retell the same story 
again. Every modern poet knows that to compete with 
the Old Testament from a literary viewpoint is impossible, 
and that furthermore there is no reason to do so.
What is possible and reasonable is to try to insert 
an up-to-date modern content into the biblical 
narrative.
Natan yo n a ta n ' a own Aon, AuH-Aeguent t o  hiA w/ i i t ing  
tliA poem At-Aalom, waA to  £ a i t  in a c t i o n  dusting tke  
Octodesi U a/t o /  1 973 , Liost waA t w e n t g - o n e  geastA o ¿d ,
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Chapten Se.ue.n
Dalya Ravikovich is one of the youngest of the 
Young Poets of the fifties, as far as her age is 
concerned, but even with her.first book Ahavat Tapuah 
Hazahav, published in 1959, she claimed a very important 
place for herself in their ranks. Her success could 
have been in some measure just because she was much 
less defiant towards the poets of the preceding 
"literary" generations. It could be said that what 
is special to her first book of poetry is its, in 
fact, being neo-classical. That is, in Ahavat Tapuah 
Hazahav, she uses non-colloquial, high-sounding 
language and sacral phraseology. To a much greater 
extent than other poets of her generation, she utilizes 
the literary and linguistic original sources, the 
Old Testament, the Talmud, medieval verse and so on.
In this regard, she is much more similar to the great 
poets of the preceding generations, such as ShLonsky, 
Alterman and Yonatan Ratosh. In complete contrast 
to Amichai and Zach, she does not make sarcastic use 
of the traditional sources. Rather, she uses the 
imagery and motifs of the ancients as fables, frames 
for her own modern and personal story, with her own 
moral.
In her subsequent publications, Ravikovich has become 
more and more similar to other poets of the fifties 
in that her language is simpler and more colloquial.
10$
She also begins to write on subjects which are outside 
the realm of the perpetual problems of man in that he 
is human, which is to say, outside the realm of the 
individual, and touches on the national and historical.
The poem I have selected for discussion, Gifts from
/Kings, is from her first book Ahavat Tapuah Hazahav.
It, incidentally, is one of the few poems in this book 
which has a hint of involvement with collective experiences. 
However, the reason for my choice is that this poem of 
all the poems in this book, has the most pronounced use 
of the Old Testament as a frame, rather than the Talmud 
or other traditional source.
The biblical background of Gifts from Kings is 
from I Kings. In chapters 9 and 10, the narrator tells 
us that after Solomon had finished building the Temple 
and his palace in Jerusalem, various kings sent him 
gifts. Hiram, king of Tyre furnished him, amongst 
other things with cedar-trees (9:11), and later, when 
Solomon had built a great ship, or perhaps several 
ships (9:26) to bring gold (and gems L10:113 ), the 
same king sent experts to help Solomon run the ships.
In chapter 10 of I Kings, which chapter gives the 
most essential background to Ravikovich’s long poem,
Gifts from Kings, the Old Testament tells us that 
the queen of Sheba visited Solomon, brought him many 
gifts, and tested his wisdom with riddles; and, Solomon 
answered her questions and gave her of his hospitality:
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( 7-5
Kirn
Erbzftxz “izz'Vnz -vh: .ii 1 -iii i i i. il_iC jS
-bx Sim mp' psi nsa-31 =nn D’ps? crip?r - at ) x : | v s; : v. : % T^)T * x T * . , * '* * » *  ^ •«»♦*vW I ♦!'! — —/ L--* I I M••"“ .T T : • vJ t y._.rr»r: nriK -^2 flN "I2~ni Jinbc?
~p cby; n?" mrrx1? "bbt? nb
“^3 nx xzzTizbp x“rn -nb Tsn •J|i sn
zra i vnby bzxpi \:n:z “rx ¡vzirj nbt^ nnzn 
inbin v-rzi cn^ zbci vr.rp Vizy 
\:rm to  nz ¡th - kV i mrr rrz nbir
X D-Z^ Q )
. . , ¿fie. came, to pnove him with ha/idL gueAtionA. And 
Ahe came to ¿enuAadem with a veny gneat t/iain, with 
camedA that (Lone ApiceA, and veny much go id, and 
pneciouA AtoneAl and when Ahe waA come to S o (Lomon, 
Ahe communed with him o-JL add that waA in hen heant 
And Sodomon todd hen add hen gueAtionA: thene waA 
not any thing hid -£nom the king, which he todd hen 
not. And when the gueen o-fL Sheda had Aeen add 
Sodomon* a wiAdom, and the houAe that he had duidt, 
And the meat o-fL hiA tadde, and the Aitting o/ hiA 
AenvantA, and the attendance o£ hiA miniAtenA, and 
thein cup-deanenA, and hiA dunnt-o-^-ten ing A which he 
opened in the houAe o-fL the Lond; thene waA no mone 
A pin it in hen.
(I kingA 10:1-5)
Gifts from Kings is structured in two main sections, 
the first section of the poem consisting of the first 
four stanzas, and a second part, which is the first
”chorus."
In the first stanza, the poetess starts out as if 
retelling the story of chapter 10, I Kings. She writes 
that the King, obviously Solomon although he is not 
explicitly mentioned, went down with his loved one to 
the bottom of one of his ships, no doubt one of the 
ships associated with Hiram, king of Tyre, which brought 
such wondrous treasures from far off:
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inmnx as? i “’ TiVr^ r.
t  - T  » v  —
n r s t p n  n ^ n n n  b $  
nrppn rpnnn b>?
1
¡a v m  ]’n*? nb inn?
( Q * 3 *> n n n n n )
1 tie. King went down with hiA bedoved 
7o the bottom o/ the /¡hip 
lo the bottom o/ the ahip
Jo chooAe a g i£t -¡Lon. hen £n.om amongst hiA tn.eaAUA.eA,
( Q i/tA ¿nom bin cj a )
In the second stanza, we understand from the 
words "with my love” that the King is offering the 
queen of Sheba, his beloved, to be to her just what 
Moshe Dor described in his poem David (see above, 
p. 86ff.), a communication cable for her to speak
to God: V  IDS ’3X -
nb?n mbD’n njnx ’jx 
Dinbxb n^bc.n r,x iax TS 
.’nnqxn - ^ » ^ 3  ^nboD
( p ’ 3 n n n n n  )
—  1 Ahadd give you eavadienA and attendantA 
l Ahadd buidd you tempdeA £on. pnayen.
I Ahadd tedd youn. peayen. to Qod 
{jouA. pnayen. / on. you - with my dove,
(Q ittA ¿nom hincjA)
In the third stanza, the King brings her exotica, 
"ivory and peacocks," to stir her fantasy ( her erotic 
impulse) and promises to reveal his heart to her:
.Dvnni D’nn:^  :]? x’nx 
.^irny’ cnp]
na:r>3 ’ rnmi *mpn T rx  bn  
.’nnnxn - ^b nb*x
Dadya  R a v i k o v i e h ,  A h a v a t  7 a p u a h - t L a z a h a y  . t i a k i b b u t z  
t i a a n t A  i  daAomen.  t i a t A a  i n  , 7TTZ ¿n » Tl) 5 9 , /?/?. 2 6 - 2 9 ,
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1 Ahatt being you ivoey and peacockA.
S cho taeA and AageA Ahatt Aeeve you.
And aid that 1 have- peobed and weighed with wisdom
I Ahatt sie.ve.at to you - with my tove.
( Q iitA leom Ulnaa )
In the fourth stanza, the lover-King says that he 
will rouse the passion of his loved one by bringing her 
all the paraphernalia that came with the real queen of 
Sheba, which is the only way to make logical sense of 
"And chariotry of Sheba.” If she were the real Sheba, 
she would already have the "chariotry of Sheba." At 
this point, the biblical story is personalized and steps 
into a modern context:
. . • • T “  1 T  ' T —:
ntf’Vsn pitim xnu nmp
T * T : T * s t : . . I
.’pun nhs
.nuxhn ]nxn nx x’nx ’jx
( n n n n ^
1 Ahatt being you midgetA and CuAtiiteA
And ch.an.iot/iy o/ Sheba and hen. peince and hen. commandee 
ijoue head mitt A p in on you tike a top ¿/tom my paAAion.
I Ahatt being you the chie-Jt jemet.
( Q i-ttA -tnom KinqA)
To tell this modern and personal story, the poetess 
uses the phraseology of the Old. Testament to a great 
extent. For example, the first line of the third stanza,
"I shall bring you ivory and peacocks," reflects 
verse 22 of I Kings 10:
I ETtihn i xi::n nrtx ...
I . *  j -  / r :  j t  • x t  t "  *
:c r:? rn  □ ’s p i  c r a T O  nnr r x $
( 22 - X D’3*?a)
...once in thn.ee yeanA came the navy o/ JhaeAhiAh, 
beinging gotd, and A itvee, iv oey, and apeA, and 
neaco ckA.
(I king a 10:22)
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The third line of the same stanza, "And all that I
have probed and weighed with wisdom," presumably
2reflects a verse from the Book of Kohelet:
itki c¿vnr.x nirnrab
l-r*  * i t t v  -  -  -  *
"riir C2n nSnp rrrtô nrn
A t  T V C*‘  I j l  T iv  •• :
:n:nn n-ten jgn npbm
(9 r nbnp)
And moneoven., (Le.ca.uAe. the. pne.ach.en. \_kohelet~\ waA 
wiAe, he Atilt taught the people knowledge; yea, 
he gave good heed, and a ought out, and Aet in onden. 
many pn.oven.l~A.
(Led. 12:9)
And, the last line of the fourth stanza, which is also 
the last line of the first part of the first section, 
mentions, as the last of the gifts promised by Solomon to his
loved one, "the chief jewel." This expression occurs 
in the Book of Zechariah, as follows:
"¡2TB1? ^ 32-i? biiamn rwR-'n
A S U  1 \ I / •  I * JT -  *  X T "  I*
: r 6  in  i in  niND'n n s x n .n  p a n - n x  t r a m
IT l y  I T  » T IT I V JY T V :
(7 t mar )
Uho an.t thou, 0 gneat mountain? (Le-fLone Zen.ul~l.al~el 
thou Ahalt (Lecome a plain: and he Ahall (Lning -¡Lonth
the headAtone with AhoutA o£, Qnace, g/iace unto it.
(lech. 4:7)
 ^1-fL we take it that the "kohelet " n.eten.n.ed to in 
the (Lillical text waA king Solomon, it la eaAy 
to Aee that Dalya Rav ikov ich (LaAed hen. thind line 
on the Book o/ kohelet 12:9. 1 he 2ewiAh tradition
aAcnikeA the Book o/ kohelet to Solomon (mainly on 
the (LaA la o£ what ¿a in itAel-t a Aupen.Acn.ipt ion,
"1 he won.dA o/ the Pn.eachen. £kohelet3 , the Aon o-fi
David, king in 2e-rt-u-Aalem, " T<£cc. 1 : 1 ), although
Solomon*A name la not exp licitly mentioned in the 
text.
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The same stone is described in the previous chapter 
of the Book of Zechariah:
( 9
-b v  rdnrr ':2b ;nha "Px pxn i '2 
mrr CK3 nrira nr.2B '::n crs: nr:J T  t  ’. .X  T *.. * *  / *  "  I  J*X * * AT -  J T  *nnx ora xvn-pxn rx~m  'i t  v  ;  : C *  I v  i t  t  |  j
:p r.nx px 
r.tfc’i rrixzp
j n idt )
Ton. ( L eko l d  i ke .  ¿ t o n e  t k a t  I  h a v e  ¿ a i d  d e p o n e  ¿ o A k u a ;  
u p o n  o ne  ¿ t o n e  ¿ k a i l  l e  ¿ e v e n  e y e ¿ :  b e h o l d ,  1 w i l l  
e n g / i a v e  t k e  g r a v i n g  t k e / i e o j ,  ¿ a i t k  t k e  L on d  o£ k o ¿ t ¿ ,  
a n d  1 w i l l  z i emove  t k e  i n i q u i t y  o£  t k a t  l a n d  i n  o n e  d a y .
( Z e c k .  3 : 9 )
The Old Testament tells us that the stone was very precious, 
had seven eyes engraved on it, and magic power; and an 
expression in modern Hebrew, lehabit beseva enayim ’to 
look with seven eyes (to look well)’ suggests that the 
ancients really believed in the stone's magic.
The chorus, which concludes both sections of the 
poem, is similar to the chorus of Greek tragedy in that 
it gives the opinion of the composer. The two lines 
of chorus which conclude the first section actually give 
the illusion of being the first two lines of one four line 
verse, protruding in the middle and at the end of the poem 
(the last chorus). This effect unifies the formal lay-out 
of the poem, and the four lines together ultimately convey 
the fundamental message or "moral" of the story in its 
entirety.
At the end of the first section, the chorus tell us 
that the "chief jewel" will bring good fortune to the 
person who possesses it:
ntfcon pan ,n^ s*in panT  T  I •• V  T  T  T  * • •  T
,a^Tl aniK Vju
I k e  e k i e j  j e w e l ,  t k e  e k i e j  j e w e l
Hap py  i ¿  o n e  wko  k o l d ¿  i t  a n d  p o ¿ ¿ e ¿ ¿ e ¿  i t .
( Q i ¿ t ¿  i f iom m n a ¿  )
Ill
The secon d sec
three vers es spoken
That the se ver ses a
unequivo caiiy clear
jewel." In these v
possesse d the "chie
head on the chief j
and phys ical expres
six or even seven "
(
tion of the poem s 
in the first pers 
re in the feminine 
from the line, "I 
erses, the beloved 
f jewel" passionat 
ewel"), the extent 
sion of her desire 
other women:
tarts out with 
on —  a "solo." 
singular is 
want the chief 
says that she 
ely ("Ramming C my 1 
of her yearning 
being "enough for
’man Vs
’msn nr.m ntfx Vsa
• t —. — t  : t  v  —: t  :
nyaarr«? ’rvnsn nnvi 
.nyntf nrjvb pbn 
nc'ion pxn m  nsii mx 
ntfinn nxn nx insV
T » •• • T  V ▼
ntfann pxn nx pV? 
.ntfxin pxn bx tyxh naa
7 J  I V V r  V — -
1 pA.oje.ci.e.d a i l  my d e A in e  
Aa much, aA my deA La c  gnew 
Ply d e A in e  waA ¿nAa.iia.iLle
1 pAojecied enough jon Aix on even Aeven.
I wani ihe chie/ jewel
7o iouch ihe chicj jewel
7o lick, ihe chie-fL jewel
Ramming my ] head on ihe chiej. jewel.
(  Q ¿ H a inom ¡ i in q A )
However, we learn next that her frenzied love-making
brings her no satisfaction. The 
her very deep distress. That is 
and magic which is the essential 
could not be captured, possessed
"chief jewel" causes 
to say, the beauty 
nature of the lover 
or embraced, regardless
of the extent of the beloved's lust, and despite the 
fact that she was using the available and human means 
to give expression to her love —  which anomaly causes
her to suffer.
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After these three verses of monologue, the poem 
continues in an objective neutral style, and, just 
in case the reader was in any doubt as to what the 
poetess meant by the "chief jewel" up to this point, 
she now gives a clear explanation:
•ntfKin pan Kin if-nn 
niisj? iv) nr?pn n’nnnz? 
nV? D*T,y Tmtstotf mnn yi
nK 1KV K7 CKH 
“TUKH ]Z? JIKri’
? nj^aa rnyia
(  °  ’ 3  ^ ” n i i n n  )
7 k e  k i n g  ¿a t k e  e k i e t  i e w e t .
f-/torn t k e  b o t t o m  o£ i k e  ¿ k i p  t o  t k e  e n d t  o /  t k e  w o n t d  
I t  ¿¿> b a d  t k a t  k i t  ¿ e n v a n t A  a n e  a t t  o-fL t k e m  b l i n d  W i t t  t l l e y  n o t  ¿ e e  t k e  £ i n e  
Comi ng  / o / i t k  £ atom t k e  b n a m b l e  
B a n n i n g  in t k e i n  k i n g ?
( Q i l t / >  / / lom k i n a t )
The King is rare and precious like the stone. Both 
attract the heart; both promise the magic of happiness. 
But, on the other hand, both provoke desire, the 
urge to possess them, which causes suffering and an 
agony which is murderous. The poetess again warns 
us of the pain of loving by referring to yet another 
motif from the Old Testament ("Will they not see the 
fire/Coming forth from the bramble/Burning in their 
King? fGifts from Kings j ). This motif is based 
on the Book of Judges, where Abimelech (the son of 
Jerubbaal [Gideon] ) wanted to rule and therefore 
killed seventy of his father’s sons, leaving alive 
only one son, Jotham:
( 5  D Q 'D D W )
♦Nzr b r Z T “ 12
And he ideal u n to  h i *  la th en . '  A houAe a t  Ophnah, and 
Alew h i *  bne thnen  t h e  ¿on*  o l  3en.ubbaal, b e in g  
th n e e A co n e  and t e n  penAonA, upon one A to n e :  and
th e n e  waA (Le-jLt Gotham t h e  youngeAt  Aon ol J.e/iubdaab, 
¿on he h id  h i m A e l l .
( 3-ad. 9: 5)
The biblical narrator goes on to tell how when the men 
of Shechem then chose Abimelech as king, Jotham stood
on Mt. Gerizim and told them in the form of a fable
that Abimelech was a murderer:
( 8 - 1 5 1  £
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I h e  t/ieeA Dent -JLo/ith on a t im e  t o  a n o i n t  a k in g  
oven them: and th e y  Aaid u n to  t h e  o l i v e - t n . e e ,
Reign thou oven u a . Bat the o live-tn.ee Aaid unto 
them, Should 1 leave my latneAA, whenewith by me 
they honou/i Qod and man, and go to hold Away oven 
the t/ieeA? And the t/ieeA Aaid to the lig-tn.ee,
Come thou, and zieign oven ua . Bat the lig-tn.ee Aaid 
unto them, Should 1 lonAake my AweetneAA, and my 
good ln.uit, and go to hold Away ove/i the t/ieeA?
1 hen Aaid the t/ieeA unto the vine, Come thou, and 
zieign oven ua . And the vine Aaid unto them, Should 
1 leave my wine, which chee/ieth Qod and man, and 
go to hold Away ove/i the t/ieeA? 1 hen Aaid all the
t/ieeA unto the b/iamble, Come thou, and zieign oven. 
u a . And the b/iamble Aaid unto the t/ieeA, 7 /  in tnuth 
ye anoint me king oven, you, then come and put youn. 
t/iuAt in my Ahadow: and H  not, let line come out
ol the b/iamble, and devoun. the cedan.A ol Lebanon.
(3ud. 9:8-15)
1 U
In conclusion, the poem Gifts from Kings serves 
as an example of how a modern poetess is able to use 
the stories, motifs and symbols of the Old Testament 
to say something of universal and eternal significance. 
Ravikovich tells us that love has a dual nature. It 
brings great happiness, but also, the opposite —  
great suffering. This message, which does not belong 
exclusively to the Old Testament or to Judaism, is 
a very beautiful content which appears in this poem 
in ancient biblical garb within the ancient biblical 
frame.
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ConatiLA ion
In this work, I first of all tried to show how 
due to its special nature, the biblical narrative 
(in contrast to the Greek epic) leaves what I have 
called "descriptive gaps." These gaps, in which 
the Old Testament gives no detail or interpretation, 
provide the modern poet with a chance to fill in 
with all kinds of additions from his free imagination.
I have gone on to show that the modern Israeli 
poet does not, in fact, aim to write anew the same 
story as the one already told in the Old Testament: 
there is no reason to do so, and, furthermore, the 
poet wants to give us a new message of a sort that 
touches on the problems of Jewish or Israeli life 
or on the problems of the individual in a general 
context, in our times. The biblical motif serves 
him as a frame, an ancient frame for a new and 
modern content.
The poets from whose work I took examples 
(Haim Gury, Amir Gilboa, Yehuda Amichai, Natan Zach, 
Moshe Dor, Natan Yonatan and Dalya Ravikovich) are 
all Israeli citizens, and, as such, it is clear that 
they as artists give expression to the values of 
modern Israeli culture. As the State of Israel sees 
herself as a modern continuation from the times when the 
people of Israel lived in the land of Israel in days 
of old, it follows that in the desire of the modern 
poets to use the frame of the biblical narrative to
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present a modern content is also an expression of the 
return of the Jewish people, after almost 3,000 years 
of exile to its ancient homeland and to its ancient 
language —  the land and language of the Old Testament. 
Even the most sarcastic or atheistic of the poets 
(as for example, Amichai or Zach), are Zionistic, 
and transmit the ancient tradition, despite their 
opposition to certain areas of it. Any nation develops 
its national culture in two basic ways: on one hand, 
it preserves the frame of its literature and ancient 
culture, and on the other hand, it creates new modern 
layers, grafting them onto the previous layers of 
that culture. In any other culture, this is a normal 
and natural process, but, because of the long interruption 
caused in life in the land of the Old Testament by 
Jewish life in the diaspora, the Israeli case is a special 
case. In Israel, a great effort is needed to bridge, 
culturally speaking, the time from the Old Testament 
period to our modern times. It seems to me that I 
have succeeded in describing this effort in relation 
to the contribution of Israel's poets, as well as 
the ambivalent attitude of the modern poet to the 
Old Testament and its motifs: on one hand, they 
are very Israeli and very Jewish, but on the other, 
they are very modern in ways as are other poets in
the world at large
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C h a p te s i  One
h a  i n  t u r n i
H ì a  dlothesi
y  easiA a g o ,  a t  t h e  e n d  0/ t h e  Song  0/ D e d o / i a h ,
1 heas id  t t i e  g a i e t  oJL S i A e s ia '  a c h a / i i o t A , w h i c h  w e e e  
d a t e  i n  c o m i n g .
A a 1 d o o k e d  a t  S iA e s ia '  a m o thes i  w a t c h i n g  a t  t h e  w i n d o w ,
A woman w hoA e  H a i e  ì a  a A t e e a k  0/ A i d v e s i .
A ps iey  0 / d i v e / i A  codosiA  0/ n e e d  dewo/ ik
d iuesiA codosiA  0/ n e e d  iewo/ik.  on d o t t i  A i d e A  m e e t  £ 0/1 t h e
neck.A o£  t h e m  t h a t  t a k e  t h e  A p o i i ,  t h e  m a i d e n A  Aaw;  
A t t h a t  ve s iy  m om en t  h e  day  (Li k e  a A d ee p es i  i n  t h e  t e n t ;
H ÌA t iandA [we/ie.J ves iy  e m p t y .
On t i iA  c h i n ,  t / i a c e A  o-jL m i d k ,  d u t t e s i ,  a n d  d d o o d .
1 h e  g u i e t  waA n o t  A h a t t e s i e d  d y  [ ¿ i t . t o 3 t h e  ho/iAeA  
a n d  t h e  c h a s i i o t A ;
The  m a i d e n A  adAo  / e l i  A i d e n t ,  o n e  a t t e s i  t h e  o t h e s i .
Ply A i d e n c e  t o u c h e d  t h e i s i  a i d e n c e .
A t t e s i  a w h i d e ,  t h e  Aun A e t .
A t t e s i  a w h i d e ,  t h e  t w i d i g h t  w e n t  o u t .
T o s i t y  yea/ iA  —  t h e  dand  waA cadm.  7 o s i t y  yeasiA  
Ho/iAeA d i d  n o t  g a d d o p  a n d  d e a d  ho / iAem en  d i d  n o t  A ta s ie  
w i t h  g da A A y  e y e A .
B u t Ahe  d i e d  a A h o / i t  t i m e  a-jltesi h e n  A o n '  A d e a t h .
7 / i a n A d a t e d  d y  Ban P a g i A
l S . Bu / i nAhaw,  e d .  , o p .  c i t .  , p . 1 5 9 .  t h e  t / i a n A  d a t o / i ,
Dan P a g i A ,  ÌA himAed-Ji  a p r o m i n e n t  l A s i a e d i  p o e t .  1 h e  
woedA i n  d e a c k e t A  asie t h e  t s i anA d a t o s i '  a own i n t e s i -  
p o d a t i o n A .
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H A H  GURU
Ody AAeuA
And u p o n  s i e t u s i n i n y  t o  h i .4 n a t i v e ,  t o w n ,  h e  f o u n d  a p ea
And v a s i i o u A  f i A h  a n d  gsiaAA - f i t o a t i n g  on t h e  A lo w  w a v e A ,
And a a un w e a k e n i n g  on t t i e  siim o f  t h e  ¿ k g .
l e s i o n  a lw a y A  siecusiA [ e e t u e n A ]  , A a i d  OdyAAeuA i n  ( t o )  
h i A  t  i s i ed  h e a s i t ,
And  tie s i e tu s in e d  t o  t h e  cno  a a no ad  a t h a t  asie neasi  t h e  
n e i g t i k o / l i n g  t o w n
7o f i n d  t h e  sioad t o  t i iA  n a t i v e  t o w n  w h i c h  waA n o t  w a t e s i .
A wandesiesi  t i s i e d  aA a dsieamesi  a n d  f u l l  o f  l o n g i n g
Among p e o p l e  who A p o k e  d i f f e r e n t  Qsieek .
1 h e  wosidA h e  h a d  t a k e n  w i t h  h im  aA p s i o v i A i o n  on t h e  p a t h  
o f  h i A  v o y a g e A  h a d  d i e d  m e a n w h i l e  —
Tost a m om en t  h e  t h o u g h t  h e  h a d  k e e n  ( f a t t e n )  a A l e e p  -/Lost 
many d a y A
And h a d  s i e tu s in e d  t o  p e o p l e  who d i d  n o t  wondes i  u p o n  
A e e i n g  h i m ,
And d i d  n o t  A ta s i e  w i d e - e y e d  { ¿ i t ,  d i d  n o t  t e a s i  e y e A  o p e n ] ,
tie a A k e d  t h e m  w i t h  g e A t u / i e A  a n d  t h e y  t s i i e d  t o  u n d e s i A t a n d  h im
Tsiom k e y o n d  t h e  d i A t a n c e A .
P u / i p l e  gsiew i n t o  v i o l e t  on t h e  siim o f  t h e  Aame A k y ,
1 h e n  t h e  a d u l t A  asioAe a n d  t o o k  t h e  c h i l d s i e n  who wesie 
A t a n d  i n g  siound h i m  i n  a c i s i c l e
And dsiew t h e m  a w a y .
And l i g h t  a f t e s i  l i g h t  gsiew y e l l o w  i n  h o u A e  a f t e s i  h o u A e .
dew  c a m e ,  a n d  f e l l  u p o n  h i A  h e a d .
U i n d  c am e ,  a n d  k i A A e d  h i A  l i p A .
U a te s i  c am e ,  a n d  (L a thed  h i A  - f lee t ,  l i k e  o l d  h u s i y c l e a .
And d i d  n o t  A e e  t h e  A casv , and  c o n t i n u e d  down t h e  A l o p e  
aA w a t e s i  d o e A .
I s i a n A l a t e d  k y  Dan P a g i A
ZS. DusinAhaw,  
(LsiacketA asie
e d .  , o p .  c i t .  , p .  1 5 L . 1 h e  wosidA i n
t h e  t s ianA  la t o s i*  a own i n t e s i p o  l a t  i o n A  .
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Chaptee 7do
APÎ1R Q1LB0A
1 Aaac
Laely in the. moening the. Aun took, a walk in the /LoeeAt 
7 ogethee Doth me and with 7athee 
And mg eight hand in hiA le/Lt.
Like lightning a kn i/Le -/lamed between the teeeA,
And 1 /eae a o the teeeoe o/ my eyeA -/Lacing blood 
on the leaveA,
7athee, 7athee hueey and a ave lAaac 
And no one will be miAAing at luncht ime.
It ìa 1 who am being Alaughteeed, my Aon,
And my blood ÌA aleeady on the leaveA,
And 7athee'a voice waA Ati/led.
And hiA /ace pale,
And 1 wanted to cey out, weithing not to believe 
And teaeing open the eyeA.
And 1 woke u p ,
And bloodleAA [lit, help leAA-o/L-blood) waA the eight hand.
7eanAlated by Aeieh S achA 1
S. BuenAhaw, ed, , op, cit, , 
beacketA aee the teanAlatoe
1
p. 137, 7he woedA in
A own inteepolation,
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A(UR Q1LB0A
3-0Ah.ua' a T ace.
And 3oAh.ua iinom above. (LookA at my face. And h.iA face 
La beaten gold.
A cold dneam. A mummified dneam.
And at my feet the Aea beatA etennitieA towand the Ahone. 
1 am A ick Doth It a lament. It AeemA 1 am about to die. 
But 1 muAt, 1 muAt await alive 
1 he "AIwayA.
Above, my b/iothe/i' a {.ace niAeA in the cloud.
To tell [fonetell] my footAtepA in the [Aea] waAhed Aand.
The Aea beatA (attack-A) and netneatA. BeatA and netneatA 
elemental wa/iA conditioned by law.
He (myAelf) . In the wind. Biffenent (othen). tAcaping. 
DiAtant.
3oAhua too La now neAting fnom wanA .
Ton. he left an eAtate (henitage) to hiA people,
But did not hew himAelf a gnave 
In the mountainA of tphnaim.
T henefone he goeA out night aften night 
To walk, in the Aky.
And 1 am Aick, it AeemA 1 am about to die 
Ualking banefoot in cold moon-Aand 
At the waten'A edge
And munmuning within me, munmuning within me La the end 
Uhich beatA my death at my -fleet 
Uave aften wave  —
llpon [the faceA of] many liveA 
Play he be naiAed and g lonified.
7 nan Alated by Anieh SachA
S. BunnAhaw, ed. , op. cit. , p. 742-3. The wondA in 
bnacketA ane the tnanAlaton'A own intenpolationA.
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Mopep
1 went up to Mopep and ¿aid to kim:
Place, the anmiep thuP and thup. 
he looked at me
And placed them ap 1 told him to.
And u)ho did not pee me then in my glony?
Sana £nom childhood waP thene
In whope name 1 had planned to build a city.
7he long-legged one -Lnom the g in. I-wonkenp * -fLanm waP the/ie. 
And Melvina JLnom Rabbat in Malta.
Dina £nom the 1 ta lo-{Jugop lav bonden.
And Ria -finom the Lowlandp in the No/ith,
And veny pnoud, 1 hunnied to Mopep 
lo phow him the eight way 
Uhen puddenlu it became clean to me 
1 hat phe who within my name
Ip canved and nightly (Linmly) emplaced —
IdaP not [pnePentJ.
Mopep Mopep lead the people.
Look, 1 am po Lined and 1 wiph to pleep pome mone 
1 am ¿till a boy.
7 nanplated by Anieh Sachp
3S. Bunnphaw, ed. , op. cit. , p. 13 8. 1 he wond in
bnacketp ip the tnanplaton'p own intenpolation.
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Chapter 7h/ice.
H CHILD A AfllCHAl
An Initiation o-fL a Prophet in an Army Camp
Uhen tie. /tailed kip JLace whilpt ¿having 
1 he Heard on hip hardened chin,
Looked towardp the other p ide o /  the mirror. And a wind 
Carried the ¿moke -flrom the kitchen.
And Puddenly he ¿aw a little ¿ky 
And ¿harp tentp pointing there,
And the tapp all making water ¿tream 
Trom within the earth, the place o /  itp ¿oun.ce.
He too returned like water £rom tLar o / /
7o hip comradeP, tired, ap £rom a-flar,
And he had ¿een a great light. By heart, he approximately 
knew the place o/  the gate. Like an infant
He wrapped hip kni-fie with love.
He dried hip -¡Lace, he heard, ap ¿uper-flluoup ,
1 he Pound o /  the Llapt o /  the Lugle
At all eventp he wap ready and -(Lull o-ft peace.
And an early morning wind lifted hip hair
And the ptaccato phrill
Puphed him without knowing
Jo the rankp, with all the otherp.
And he ¿aw the pandp o-fL the covered and autumn 
And he Paw diptant peace and winter;
Suddenly he loved, like a woman, the neck 
O-fL the man, who ptood Lefore hip eyep.
And he loved in himpelf the incipion and the ¿car,
And he loved...and only an hour paPPed,
Since amongpt hip comradep, in ¿Hence,
1 he ppirit of prophecy wap upon him.
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A Sont 0 / Cnd 0 / Day/»
1 tie. man u.ncLe/i til/) / ig - tnee phoned the man unden hi/> 
gnape-v ine:
"tonight they ane ¿unely likely to come.
A/imou./i the ¿eave/> ¿hut the t/iee well,
Cali the dead home, and be neady. "
1 he white ¿heep ¿aid to the wol-jl:
"People ane bleating and my heant hunt¿: 
they will come to bayonet battle¿ thene.
By next meeting between u¿, the matten will have been 
dec ided. "
All the nation¿ (the united one¿) will JLlow to 3.enu¿alem 
lo ¿ee Jonah ha¿ come -flonth, and meantime,
Since it i¿ now ¿pning
Qathen -^lowen¿ -/Lnom nound about.
And beat ¿wond into pnuning-hook and pnuning-hook 
into ¿wond
And ¿ 0 on and ¿ 0 -flonth, again without ne¿ p ite.
Penhap¿ £nom beating and much ¿hanpen ing,
1 he inon o-fi content ion in the wonld will end.
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H  ¿ H I L D A  A t U C H A l
Hing S a n i  and 1
1
7tidy gave, him a JLinge/i and tie t o o k  t h e  who (Le hand,
7key gave me a hand and 1 d id  n o t  ta k e  even t h e  l i t t l e  
i t inge/i .
U h i l A t  my hea/it t r a i n e d  in  t i l t i n g  JLi/iAt e m o t i o n s ,
He t/ ia ined in  /tending I u I I a .
1 tie p u l s a t i n g  o/ my p n lA e  waA aA d/topA -fL/tom a ta p .
1 tie pu ¿¿a t  in g  o/ h iA  p n lA e  aA hamme/t ing  of. tiamme/iA 
in  a new I n i l d i n g .
He waA my l i g  l/iothe/i 
1 g o t  t i iA uAed c l o t h e A .
11
HiA head ¿ i k e  a eompaAA alwayA i eadA  
l o  t h e  a Ü A o l n t e  no/i tt i  o-fL t i iA d e A t i n i n g .
HiA hea/it iA ¿ ik e  an aia/tm c l o c k  
S e t  t o  t h e  hon/t o/ / lo y a l t y .
Uhen eve/tyone A l e e p A ,  he  AhontA  
U n t i l  a l l  t h e  gna/i/tieA a/te hoa/tAe.
No one inte/i/inptA h i m !
O n l y  Ahe-aAAeA l a y  (La/te y e l l o w  t e e t h .
A t  t h e  end o/  h i A  way.
Ill
Dead jndgeA  tn/ined wheelA  o/ t i m e ,
U h i l A t  he went -¡lo/ith t o  l o o k  -{Lo/t Ahe-aAAeA, 
U h ich  1, now, have -¡Lound.
But 1 do n o t  know how t o  ca/te -{Lo/t them,  
th ey  k i c k  me.
1 waA /taiAed np w i th  t h e  chaJL-fL,
1 -f le ll w i th  heavy ke/tnelA,
But he (L/ieathed in  t h e  A p i n i t  o/ i t A  h iA to/ iy . 
He waA a n o in t e d  w i th  /toyal o i l  
Aa w i th  o i l  o-fL w/ieAt le/iA.
He w/ieAtled w i th  o l i v e  t/ ieeA ,
He Anddued them.
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Root A Atood out on tke /o sickead o/ the. e antk 
7 nom exen.t ion .
Ike- judges -¡Lied ¡nom the Acene,
Only Qod /temained and counted:
Seven. . .eigkt. . .nine. . .ten. . .
Ike nation ¡nom itA Akoulden and downwandA exulted. 
No one Atood up. He won.
IV
1 am tined,
fly led iA my kingdom.
fly Aleep iA my nigkt, 
fly d/ieam, tke Aentence.
1 kung my clotkeA on a ckain 
Ton. tomo/inow.
He kung kiA kingAkip 
In a ¡name o-fl golden nage 
On a wall o/ keaven.
fly anmA ane Akont, like a Atning too Ako/it 
To tie up a pa/icel.
H iA anmA ane ckainA in tke kanloun 
Ton. a lunden leyond time.
He iA a dead king.
1 am a tined man.
T5.t
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